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FORSCOHD

DIVISION COMMATDERS COMMENTS ON "JOSS" OPERATION

1. GENERAL: The "JOSS" operation develOped no new lessons; on the con-
trary, it emphasized well-known principles. There were some differences in
technique and in solution of problems that may be worthy of comment, and are
commented on in the report. I shall limit mine to those points which seem
particularly important to me.

2. PLANNING: (a) Joint planning: Joint planning is essential in am-
phibious operations. All elements involrved including Army, Navy, and Air,
should be closely associated from the initiation of the plan. Army and Navy
planners wore associated in preparing the "JOSS" plan from the very beginning.
Repeated requests failed to produce an Air planner, seriously hampering pro-
paration of detailed planningi Ain Air planner should be available to all
staffs to include the Division in such planning.

(b) Information: Information is the basis for all planning. The
tactical plant is the basis for organization, training, and, to some extent,
the equipment of elements involved, including both Army and Navy. Full n-
formation is essential, with particular emphasis on naps and aerial photo.-
graphic intelligence. Insufficient raps and delay in obtaining aerial photo .

graphic intelligence seriously impeded planning of the "JOSS" operation. The
operation clearly demonstrated the v.lue of aerial photographic intelligence
and the'late attachment to the Division of an expert aerial photograph inter.
prefer proved invaluable. For amphibious operations, the Division staff
should include at least two aerial photograph experts. Full information as ,
to craft available and the characteristics of the craft is essential for
combined planning. This information was available early for the "JOSS" oper-.
ation planning.

(c) Tactical planning: How. ver complex the tactical plan may appear,
it must be simple of execution. There must be no invloved maneuver for any
element. The success of the "JOSS" assault, in a large measure, can be attri*.
buted to adherence to this rule.

(d) C entralized planning: In the "JOSS" planning, many details which
had previously been decentralized to subordinate units, such as preparation of
l1ading plans, wave diagrams, and the like, were performed by a central planning-
board, which included unit representatives. This method has many advantages.
It insures full coordination, mutual assistance, relieves subordinate elements
of many details, and improves both steed and quality of planning.

3* TRAINING: (a) Training musft; be objective and realistic. Each amphi-
bious operation is a speciatl operation. Each presents specific problems that
require special organization, preparation, and training. Amphibious training
of the "JOSS" Force began before receipt of information as to the nature of the
problem to be solved. Such training, while valuable, necessarily resulted in
considerable waste of time and effort.

(b) Individual and unit training: Individual and unit training should
also be pointed toward a specific objective. While our basic training is sound
and must be emphasized and perfected, preparation for amphibious operations
requires special training for both individuals and units. The limited time
available for training therefore requires that training be pointed toward the
specific problems that will confront individuals and units. The training prob.
lem must be reduced to simple elements and individuals and units must be drilled
to ,hie ighest degree of perfection in these elements, emphasizing speed and
violence. Every member of a team must know all information pertaining to the
problem that will confront his unit. The use of models, aerial photographs,
and dry-land drills proved most valuable in accomplishing this purpose. The
success attained in the "JOSS" assault can be attributed in no small measure
to thorough drilling of individuals and units in their specific roles.

(c) Phys The importance of jhbsical condition cannot
be over-emphasixed. Speed-marching proved of great value in developing physi.
cal condition, eliminati; . tD.2e /nf$,A'- inLIstinling i nfidence and pride in
the individual. Training i;ni sp ,ed Ll al ir.ag, t responsible for the

speed with wrhich the "JOSS S6|u ,e&s ed| &



(d) Areas and facilities: Areas and. facilities for amphibious training
should be suitable and adequate. At Arzew inadequate ranges for artillery and
small arms seriously hampered training. No facilities existed for training in
naval gunfire support and this lack of training was felt throughout the oper-
'ation. The area for mountain training was somewhat inadequate but suitable
for the type of training desired. Difficulties in removing natives and pro-
viding suitable impact areas interfered with realism and seriously hampered
training. Immediately after the Tunisian campaign the Division was assembled
in an area near Jemmapes which was entirely unsuitable for amphibious training.
Time spent in such areas can only result in much wasted time.

(e) Naval cooperation: Naval cooperation is essential for satisfactory
training. Complete and whole-hearted cooperation afforded by all "JOSS" naval
personnel greatly facilitated training of "JOSS" Force.

(f) Rehearsalt No ]rge scale amphibious operation should be undertaken
without a full scale rehearsal. Such a rehearsal is essential to test training,
check plaxns, and improve techniques. The rehearsal must be timed so that time
will be available for making necessary adjustments and correcting deficiencies
noted therein4 Shortage of craft and delay in concentration interfered to somre
extont with "COPYBOOK", which was the rehearsal for the "JOSS" operation. How-
everr 'COPYBOOK" was as near full scale as facilities permitted and provided
much valuable information.

4. EQUIPMENT. (a) Craft: (1) LSTs, modified to carry six LCVPs, were found
ideal for the assault. Each carried approximately one company, in addition to
the vehicle load. Designed primarily to carry vehicles, they should have in-
creased messing and sanitary facilities. The addition of hammocks for increased
sleeping space would be desirable. LSTs also proved suitable for handling sup-
plies.

(2) LCYPs launched from LSTs are suitable for landing assault troops
but the. motor noise is a serious disadvantage. A silent motor would increase
their suitability tremendously.

(3) LCIs are satisfactory for landing personnel where the beach
gradient permits them to beach. However, rubber boats should be carried for
emergency use. The LCIs proved to be satisfactory as headquarters ships for
subordinate units but should carry an LCVP or suitable power boat to facilitate
landing headquarters personnel.

5. (a) PONTON EQUIPMENT: Navy ponton equipment for unloading the LSTs
proved suitable. It should, however, be provided in sufficient time to permit
ncore adequate: training prior to the operation.

(b) T/BA: Delays in obtaining equipment hindered training for the
"JOSS" Force. Shortages of equipment were particularly noticeable in units
that concentrated late, some of which had been in action for considerable periods
with consequent wear, tear, and shortages. Considerable delay was occasioned
in obtaining express authority for every issue in excess of T/BA. Blanket
authority for issue of such items would be desirable.

(c) Special equipment: There is a tendency in amphibious operations
to carry much specialized equipment. The use of grapnels fired by mortars to
remove underwater and beach wire was thoroughly tested in training. This equip-
ment was provided for the operation but there was no occasion for its use<
Improvised mounts for mortars, both chemical and 81mm, to fire from LCVPs in
the leading wave, either smbke or shell, were provided. This was thoroughly
tested during training and proved satisfacoby but was not necessary during
the operation. Means for carrying grenades, rocket ammunition, mortar ammuni-
tion, and the like were improvised; There is a great need for developing
standard carriers for such purposes. In future amphibious operations a con-
sidlerable increase in mine detectors would be desirable. Wire cutters and
knives ar'e required in quantity.

(d) Signal equipment: Radio equipment within the infantry regiment
lacks sufficient range. The SCR-536 is generally satisfactory within the
infantry company but entirely too fragile. There is great need for developing
radio equipment of su:'.i1L ,ient range that can be transported by hand.

(e) Tat ern.:r : nf nr?: The new method of waterproofing was generally aatis-
factory, so far as v. i'es were concerned. Considerably difficulty was ex-
perienced in waterproofi izg radios, etc.



6. MI SCELLANEOUSs (a) Medium tanks were landed with the assault echelon
to provide close support and substitute for artillery until landed and proved

-most successful. I believe that similar use of tanks is advisable in any

situation where beach exits permit tanks to move inland.

(b) Full-.tracked vehicles, Only full-tracked vehicles should be

landed prior to construction of beach roadways and beach exits. The Dlivision

Artillery used the M-7 and they proved entirely satisfactory, doing excellent
work during the assault phase.

(c) Chemical mortars: The chemical mortar is an excellent weapon
but is entirely too heavy and lacks sufficient mobility for assault landings

which must be conducted with speed. Whenever reduced to hand-carry, the chem-

ical mortars consistently failed to keep up with the infantry battalion.

(d) Jeep planes: Piper Cub planes were flown from an improvised
flight deck during the assault phase. These planes provided extremely valuable
information during the early stages of the assault as well as performing their
normal function of directing artillery fire subsequently. 1Whenever the enemy
air situation permits, these planes can be used to great advantage. The con-
struction of an improvised flight deck on an LST is not difficult.

(e) Smoke: Destroyers successfully screened by smoke the approach
of LCTs and other craft to Red Beach during the landing. This was effective

and undoubtedly prevented serious loss from artillery fire.

7. PERSONNEL: (a) Personnel shortages hampered training of the "JOSS"
Force to some extent. An overstrength is essential and should be provided

when training for an operation is initiated. The Division was filled shortly

before sailing by personnel drawn from the 34th Division, which had just

finished the Tunisian campaign. Many of these replacements were not'h.appy
about their transfer and there were unfortunate incidents of self-maiming and

desertion. The undesirability of stripping one combat division to provide

replacements for another is obvious.

(b) The "JOSS" Force totaled about 45,000 personnel. Obviously, a
Division staff organized for handling a Division one-third that strength re-

quired considerable strengthening. A number of officers were made available
for this purpose but arrived just prior to sailing. Competent staff officers

should be made available early to assist in organization, training, and con-

centrati on.

(c) Concentration: The date for completing the concentration of
"JOSS" Force was so late that some units failed to arrive in time for the re-
hearsal. Some units were inadequately trained in amphibious operations and
there was insufficient time for familiarizing them with their problems, or
for the Division Commander and staff to become thoroughly acquainted with
these units. Obviously all elements of the Force should be concentrated in
sufficient time to permit welding into the team.

8. CONCLUSION: Looking back on the "JOSS" operation, I would say that
the outstanding factor in the success that attended the operation was the
complete cooperation between Army and Navy elements concerned. This coopera-
iion resulted from close association together, knowledge of each otherts
po-1lems, and willingness at all times to help each other. Isve found Admiral
Co i.olly and every member of his command willing always to meet us more than
halfway; their spirit of service and efficient execution was a major factor
in the success of the "JOSS" operation.





SECTIC J OPERP:,T TO0NS
Trannis:g Pnase'

w·.. a

1. Arzew Area.

a.-- Intensive amphibious tra Tning for the invasi.oxn of Sicily began the
last week of March 1.9i+3,. when .CT L5 moved fror Port Lyautey to the Fifth
Army Invasion Training Center at Arzew Beach.,, Ageriaa hCT 7 and tCT 30
followed RCT 15 at two-week intervals.

b, The Command Group of the Division staff prepared training schedules
and supervised training, which stressed the followingt,

() PS.icaj,, conditioing The Division Commander prescribed a new
standard rate of march- C ive miles in one houro or four mi.]es per hoau: for a
greater -distance thIa I fi 4e r.,les. Infantry regiments eli j.nad mern who were
physically incapable of meeting this standard, Phys ical tra nirLg i ncludod
log-tossing, obs tacle-course running, bayonet training arnd hand" -to.-hand com-
bat.

(2) Coinbined ifaneatry ..atil.]er^y proble_,e Infantry learned to follow
artillery closely.-sometimries wit'nin )100 yard--~and acquired confidence in its
accuracy during combat S ingng problemse Overhead mortar and machine-gun fire
simulated battle conditions,; The few casualties resulting from these problems
were negligible compared with lives saved when the division entered combat,

; ' (3) Mine-laying andm rermo-raJ boob tra:s . Troops trained with
British, ,american3 German and Itallan iianes., All types of booby--traps en-
countered in u:anisia were demonstrated.

(4) StfL. of shore,-to-shore landi. fcraftJ loint work with .Navy.,
Troops test-loaded a.ll types of craft to lbe employed wi-ch vax-iou.s equipment,
and tried many di.ffernt boat employment plans~ Experiments with .larding
rubber boats from LCI s indicated this system probaoly would not Wor kwell
exeep't when landing at difficult and urndefended spots; but no other solution
was at hand., (LCI's could not beach direcbl.y in the Arzew area because of
offshore bars and beaches,) Shallow beach gradients made the unloading of
LSTls difficult; experiments with cubicle pontoon bridges from L&T to shore
were unsatisfactory, and LC1a s were habitually used for unloading this type
of craft.

c' The two-week period at Arzew ended with a two-day landing exercise in
the Pont du Cheliff area0 The beach and inland terrain resembled those to be
encountered on operation Husky, Each ACT in training, except the 30th Infantry,
landed in darkness and advanced to an objective eight miles inland. One re-
inforced inafantry battalion from another regiment represented the "enemy" in
each: problem.

d. The training schedule issued to cover this two-week period is en-
closed as Tab A (l)

2. Mountain Training,
~, Monant'ixn okpaei h otd:Oeifa'a r

ae Mountain tirjinig took place in the Pont duCheliffarea, 'Training
included range estimation,' hill climbing, compass arid map tr.inirgi 'occupation
of 'defensive positions, off'enrsive action in the mount[ains's scouting and pa-
trolling, night raid's and combat firiing of all arms except that' artillery
fire was restricted due to the heavy nomadic native population,

b. The object of this training was chiefly to familiarize the troops with



operations in hilly country. No attempt was made to teach technical methods
of mountain climbing. Physical conditioning was another objective, and sub-
cessful experitaents using burros as pack animals were carried out. The ex-
periments were unsatisfactory from the standpoint of condition of the animals,
which had been poorly kept by their former arab owners.,

C, The mountain training revealed that careful reconnaissance will enable
units to use motor transport in the mountains to a considerable extent,

d. A representative of the Mountain Training Center in the United States
lent valuable assistance in drawing up training programs and suggesting train-
ing methods.

e. RCT 15 completed its two-week training program at Pont du Cheliff, but
the division moved to the Tunisian front before hCT 7 and RCT 30 could undergo
the training..

f. The schedule covering mountain training of 'tCT 15 is enclosed as Tab
A (2).

3, Jemmapes Area.

a. Starting Lay 15 the division was concentrated near Jemmapes, Algeria,
where detailed training in reducing beach fortifications and carrying out the
division's plan of maneuver was begun. Due to heavy undergrowth, the Jemmapes
area was not suitable'for training for the operation, but none better could
be obtained, so the division was forced to make the best of it

b. As a general training objective, all units prepared for a landing on
defended beaches and an advance inland of about five miles. Speed marching
continued, each unit being required to complete five miles in one hour, eight
miles in two hours and 20 miles in five hours once a week. Companies and
battalions carried out problems on beaches simulating the Sicilian beaches.

c, The division's tactical plan called for the assault of four beaches in
the Licata area, Local defenses on three of the beaches were to be reduced
by infantry battalions of the division, while the attached Ranger battalion
was to clear the fourth beach. These battalions--the 1st Bn 7th Infantry, 3rd
Bn 15th Infantry and 2nd Bn 30th Infantry--began specialized training under

the supervision of the Assistant Division Commander. They organized anti-pill-
box teams, consisting of two rocket gunners, two anti-tank grenadiers, two
BAR men, two riflemen with explosives and two leaders; these teams perfected
prearranged plays embodying simplicity, maximum rate of fire, and speed.
Engineer attachments trained as an organic part of these battalions. Assault
battalion comrmanders were authorized to draw on other regimental units for de-
sired personnel. Other infantry battalions trained to accomplish their mission
of passing through the assault battalions and seizing terrain features a few.
miles inland. One battalion received special training in street fighting*'
Much of the above training was done at night.

d, Firing during this period included known distance, combat firing and
field artillery service practice.

Bizerte,_ Area.

a, The division concentrated in an area south and east of Lake Bizerte
from June 1 to 10, with other units of Joss force reporting daily. Training
stressed coordination with the Navy in all phases of the operation, and was
successful in bringing about complete understanding between the Army and Navy
in what was expected of each.



b. Specialized training included removal of beach obstacles and mines,
attack of actual German-built pillboxes, firing of mortars from landing
craft and firing of grapnels for removal of beach wire. Speed marching con-
tinue d.

co Exercise "Copybook" .

(1) A complete rehearsal for the Sicilian operation, involving all
elements of Joss force, both Army and Navy, and actual air support, took
place June 20 to 26, The tactical plan and scheme of maneuver for "Copybook"
closely followed those for Husky, and beaches and objectives were selected
to conform as nearly as possible with those to be met in Sicily. Craft
assignment and organization of the force were identical, and the loading was
more than a "dry run" since much of the supply and many of the vehicles for
the operation were left aboard following the rehearsal.

(2) "Copybook" was incomplete to the extent that a few units had not
arrived in the concentration area, several landing craft had not arrived and
others were undergoing repair. The Princess Astrid and Princess Charlotte,
British LSI's which were to carry the ianger battalion, were replaced during
"Copybook" by LCLts, and some Elements of 2nd Bn 15th Infantry were carried
all the way from Bizerte in LCVP's. . ;

(3) Shortage of waterproofing material necessitated leaving most of
the vehicles aboard their craft during the problem, as there was not sufficient
material to re-waterproof them before the actual landing. Key vehicles were
unloaded to test methods and timing of unloading; these methods included
driving medium tanks from LCT's directly onto the beach, ferrying loads from
LSTTs by means of LCT's, and using the cubicle pontoon ramp. Two 155 mm guns,
a type never before used in landing operations, were successfully unloaded,
one by ferrying with an LCT, the other over a pontoon ramp.

(4). "Copybook" brought to light many discrepancies which were corrected
be4^core the operation. Faults in communication and waterproofing were rectified.
Loadin. g ;:d landing plans proved themselves sound, and the division developed
co-nfidence in the Navy t s ability to land'the force on the proper beaches.

(5) Following "Copybook" intensive training ended, drill hours were
shortened and men received more time for recreation, Marches and physical
conditioning continued to prevent a drop in the high physical standard attained.

(6) F.0. #5, Copybook, is enclosed as Tab A (3).



SECTION I - OPERATIONS
(Planning Phase)

1. On April 6, 1943, Major General L. K. Truscott, Commanding General, 3rd
Inf Div, received a directive from Lt Gen George S., Patton, Commanding General,
Force 343, that he would command a task force to, be known as ENSA, charged
with the mission of landing in Sicily in the Sciacca-Castelvetrano area and
capturing the airports located in that vicinity. A copy of this directive
is attached as Tab A (1).

2. In view of the fact that the planning for the forthcoming operation and
the training had to be carried out simultaneously, a planning section se-
parate from the staff proper consisting of representatives from each General
Staff Section was established.

3. Study of the beaches and the terrain immediately was initiated. British
ISIS Reports, aerial photographs and other information received from higher
headquarters were carefully studied, All known defensive installations were
plotted on a planning map, along with the vital information concerning beach
gradients and beach exits.

4. Based upon this study, an outline plan involving the reduction of the
Gastelvetrano airdrome and later the Sciacca landing ground) employing such
troops as had been made availc,,ble to the ENSA Commander, was submitted to
Headquarters Force 343 on ay1 1943.

5. Simultaneously with the submission of this outline plan, the movement of
the 3rd Inf Div to the Tunisian front was ordered and initiated. Since it
wa:is imperative that the planning for the Sicilian operation continue regard-
leoss of the participation of the Division in the Tunisian operation, a small
planning staff was left back and set up in conjunction with Headquarters
Force 343 at Mostaganem, Algeria.

6. Shortly after May 1, when the Division had cleared the Mostaganem area,
a new directive was received by the Commanding General through his planning
staff. (Tab A (2)). The staff immediately instituted a study of the new
area similar to the one which had been completed for the Gastelvetrano area.
The task force name was changed to Joss, and a more complete but tentative
troop list and craft assignment was received from Force 343 on May 11, 1943.

7. Three major technical problems confronted the planning staff at this phase:
(1) What should the composition of the Joss Force be, considering the

troops made available by Force 343, the limitations of carrying capacity of
the landing craft as against the tactical problem involved, and the require-
ments for maintenance for a period of 30 days as imposed by Commander Force
343?s directive? (2) What should be the scale of transportation and person-
nel, not only of the combat but of the service units, considering the limit-
ations of the number of crafts assigned (Tab A (3)) and the craft' capacity
as opposed by the desire of all units to operate at T/BA and T/O standards?
(3) , How could the landing craft as assigned to Joss be unloaded, this craft
having beefin designed for use in much deeper beach gradients than the force
was to encounterS This last problem was made more acute by the fact that to
date no successful means of loading the LST other than by the use of the LCM
in a ferrying capacity had been accomrplished, No LCI' had yet been beached
to the point where tro ops could disembbark directly. Troops had been ferried
ashore with the use of rubber boats. It was known that neither the L!i nor
rubber boats in suffiL ient quantity would be available to the Force on the
far shore.

a. Problem No. 1 was the subject of a combined G_3: G-4 study. It was



apparent that if the Joss Force was to be self-sustaining for a period of
thirty days it must, haves. the rear area Depot Supply, maintenance units,
and administration ieadqjiarters comparable to that, but of course more
limited in scope, :.a±fa,. field Army"' From the units made available to Joss
Force by Force 343' .,.th. eventdal composition and organiZ^ation of the Service
elements can be found inG-4 report on planning . , :

b. Problem No, 2 was .adifficult one and reqeuired a careful in.¥esti-
gation into the T/.1BA3s. and T./Os of units ,with. which a Division Staff is
rarely concerned°, A tentative scale of assault transportation was~. ma<' up,
the general guiding principle arriving at .these figures being a -reduction·

in the maintenance vehicles3 elimination of kitchen and supply vehicles;
a reduction of amimunition carrying vehic.les, justifiable due to the short
round trip necessary for refill 'in the 'establi'shm.ent of the initial beach-
head, and the cutting down of certain weapons carriers. In genaral, the
assault scale for units in.thie initial lift consisted of about 6Q. of their
T/BA transportationo ' '' .:

c. Problem No, 3 was the subject of several conferjfices with the Navy.
At that time they were working feverishly on the development of -thI steel
cubicle pontoon as an unloading ramp for the LSSTo They' also agreed to ex-
periment with beaching the LCI cat various speeds dnd' various degrees of load
on a beach with shallow.gradient to determine whether direct debarkation
would be feasible. ' '

, t , ' '" ' :

8. Following up the close of the Tunisian campaign, the Joss Comnmander
visitad Force.343 and his planning staff there on May 18, 1943, studied the
new mission and evolved an outline plan to cover it. The development of this
outline plan pointed the way to specialized training which various units of
the Division must immediately undertake. He returned to Jemnapes area where
the Division concentrated and immediately initiated this training,

9, The planning -staff, now supplemented by Lt Col Ai.DQo Henriques of the
British Combined Operation Staff, joined the Division in the Jemmapes area
on May 21, 19,'3, Here the small planning staff which had been functioning
at the Mostaganem area was supplemented by the S -3's from the three infantry
regimen's, the Division Artillery, the- 105 AA Gp, 3d Cml Weapons Bn, the' !

Ex officer of the beach group and 'other such groups or members of the Division
Special staff sections who had not yet been brought into the pictureo Due to
the strenuous training program in which the division was engaged and frequent
moves which were taking place, the Commanding General made the decision that
all loading plans including the manner in which units would be split between
craft, and the landing plans in all necessary detail, would be made by the
planning boardo For this reason it was felt necessary to include the S-3 t s
of the major units involved as members of the board.

10. The assault transportation table.was carefully reviewed by all of this
persoinnel and such changes as deemed necessary were madeo Based on the
tentative outline plana the order of battle for each of the four beaches ws
drawn' ups Based on the order of battle, a sheleton'outline. plan was made
and loading tested withll scale diagrams to determine tentative craft assign-
ment and the feasibility of carrying the desired troops and equipment in the
craft availableO The 'operations Officer of the Naval staff joined the planning
board shortly after its arrival in the Jemmapes ar'Oa and worked as a member of
the board during this'-periodb' During. this period also an aerial photograph
interpreter was obtained from the-strategic Air"Forde,. 4ils studies proved
extremely valuable and brought about small- changes in the initial outline plan.

]1,, One of the questions confronting the board was the feasibility of landing
any sizable force on ie.d Beach. From a tactical standpoint, landing of at
least one RCT was extremeljy desirable, It was not, however, until a careful
study from aerial photographsq'had been made by the interpreter that the success
of such a plan could be relied upon,



12. On June 12, 1943, the planning staff moved to Bizerte where it estab-
lished itself in conjunction with the Naval Staff, charged 'With landing the
Joss Force. Prior to that timoe the staff work had relied solely upon con-
ferences with the Naval staff; however, from this time onward until the Force
was mounted, the Nav... staff and Ar;ty staff worked jointly, and in the same
building.

13. In conjunction with the Naval staff, the final details ~f the Force
landing table were worked out and work was initiated on the e eiopment of
a plan for the priority and schedule of lifting the-elements o.' Jo)s; Fr..rce
which did not accompany the assault,, After the dQvelopment o.._ this project
in outline form, S-3ts were returned to their units and only thLe Division
Headquarters members of the staff continued to carry the plar,..'ng forward
to its completion,

14. It became apparent that as the plans for loading progres i d the require-
ments for loading personnel on the LSTts -:*ould ,ccod conside..-.bly the rated
personnel capacity of that craft. Accordingly, a test was m rt. e in Bizerte
Bay to determine just what personnel and vehicle load could b confortably
handled by the craft for a 48 hour period. 450 men and 18 o.i.l icers, all of
Ar- -y personnel were loaded complete with their equipment and is vehicles on an
LST and sent into the Bay for a 48 hour test. The normal N.v ' complement was
also aboard. This test proved that for a limited period of t.:ts personnel and
vehicle lift could be quite confortably taken care of without any addition to
the existing facilities of the LST. In addition to using the troop space
bunks, men bedded down in vehicles, on the trailer tops and scmni in hammocks
supplied by the Navy. No difficulties were involved in feedijrg or sanitary
facilities. This test proved conclusively that the loading pla-is as drawn by
the board would work.

15. The small boat employment was worked out in conjunction v~t"h the Naval
Commander of the LST Flotillas, the Naval staff and Army Battal on Commander
involved. Two factors rmade the Naval problem quite difficult: (1) The Arny t s
desire to have mortars mounted in the landing craft, available to fire grapnels,
HE and smoke on the beaches should the landing be discovered d'lting the approach
phase; and (2) the desire to have tank-carrying craft irmmnediat' ly following
the assault battalions and also prepared to fire from the craft on the beaches
should the landing be discovered during the approach phase. TLese problems,
worked out jointly, evolyred into a workable plan.

16. The solution for unloading the LSTts became apparent after the Navy had
devised a method of. using the LCT craft for ferrying. Experiments with the
cubicle pontoon proved that it, too, could be relied upon in a calm sea and
once' the beach was cleared of enemy fire.

/17. Exercises involving the landing of troops direct from the LCIts showed
/ that this too was feasible on a beach with the gradient no shallower than 1

to 70 and where bars or false beaches did not exist off shore. /

18. On or about the 20th of June, the work of the planning board became so
integrated with the work of the Division staff as a whole that it ceased to
exist assuch and all sections took up the problems as those directly concerned
with operations. The order of battle and #.0. #5'ritY a nne"esare attac'heas
Tabs' A.' () and A (6),



SECTION I OPERATIONS
(Operation Phase)

1. Concentration of Joss Force.

a. The division carried out the concentration of its attachments in the
Bizerte area under an Allied Force Headquarters directive requiring that the
concentration would begin as late as possible, but would be complete by June
20. Units scattered throughout North Africa were brought together according
to the plan drawn up by the division planning board in the Mostaganem area
and forwarded to division headquarters in the Jemmapes area. Supply and
maintenance installations entered the concentration area first, followed by ~
combat troops; anti-aircraft units were broughtin as the corcentration pro-
gressed and need for their protection increased. The concentration was hin-
dered by the inadequacy of communications and supply in the Bizerte area, which
had just been captured from the enemy and was not yet completel1 organized.

b. G-3 employed a card index file which contained pqr snG4 and equipment
data on attached units in maintaining a cheqk on the staius oj:tho force. Con-
centration was controlled in accordance with ,he' Chain of Coranin for Joss
force .As units reported to division headquarters, they received adminis-
trative instructions and reported to their Imme di-ate commander, who assigned
areas, supervised administration and traininig of attached unit's. (Soeie Planning
Tab A (5)). 

'

, c. The Navy assisted in the concentration by moving tra'cked vehicles of
CC "A" and the Fifth Armored Artillery Group from Phillippeville to Bizerte
in LST's, and by moving the 3rd Ranger Battalion from Nemours to Bizerte in'
LCI'S. ; 

-

2. Embarkation and Sailing.

a. Following "Copybook", units made necessary adjustments in craft
loading. Many of the units -which arrived during this period were on a low
debarkation priority,, which meant that LSTts had to be unloaded in order. to
load the late-comers t' vehicles on' the top deck, The Naval Base Command at
Bizerte, Joss Force Near-Shore Control and Eastern 'Base Section cooperated
in these readjustments.

b. Loss of two L'ST's onroute to Bizerte caused a last-minute revision
.of loads, which was,accomplished without great difficulty:.

c. Vehiclesand personnel were loaded under separate plans. Vehicles
assigned to a single craft moved first to an assmlbly area, then to a cone
contration.area from which they were called to the pier as loading progressed.
Personnel hter marched to the concentration area, from which they were called
aboard the craft, passenger lists being checked as they embarked.

d. The convoy sailed in three echelons. The first echelon left Bizerte
July 6 with a short stopover at Sousse, while the medium convoy of LSTIs and
a slow convoy of LCT's both left July 7. The convoys employ od separate routes,
meeting at a rendezvous off Gozo island (near Malta) July 9. The weather July
9 was rough and caused concern as to its effect on the landing, The fleet
commander kept the LCT's approximately on schedule by ordering them to cut
corners on a shorter route to the rendezvous area,

3. TheAs (092Q 01100 July, 193)

a. Arrival in :stb 2 y Artea



(1)* The Headquarters ship (USS Biscayne) dropped anchor in the
transport aca at 0135. It was assumed that ll other ships had reached tKeir
transport areas and were preparing to disembark, ince units had been in-
structed to break radio silence and report in case of emorgency. Prior to
0200 heavy gunfire and m.; fire could be heart in the direction of Gela. Abc~ut
0200 searchlights from heights above Licata and the ridge to the west swept the
seas off Yellow and Blue beaches, enabling those on the bridge of the Biscayne
to see craft in the various transport areas. During this time four of the
searchlights converged on the -Biscayne and held for some tine. The o.,miral,
thinking the ship was seen, gave the order ton prepare to opeonfire However,
after consulting the Co.m. andipg General, it was decided to wait until the
enemy actually opened fire. Shortly thereafter the lights went off and it
was apparent that, although the Biscayne had stood f or about 10 minutes 7000.
yards offshore in the converged beams of four searchlights, it had not been
seen. Atleaost-the shore batteries had not fired and the landing operation
wont forward as planned.

(2). By 0340 reports began coming in to the iHeadquarters ship from
flotillas that they wore all there and that small boats were off and away.
This was followed by reports that small craft had landed and wore returning.
,t 0444 a moessago was sent to the Coamanding General, Seventh srI:1y, announcing
that first waves had landed on Blue, Yellow and Red beaches.

(3). No word had been r ecoived from Green beach. t 0500 the Cub
plane on the improvised flight deck aboard LST 386 wvis contacted by Fi radio
and told to stand by. Through a misunderstanding., two C.fb plans took off
and were on the way in at daylight. Shortly afterward,one Cub reported that
our troops Qould be seen climbinIo the hills back of Groen beach. Fr two
hours, these Cub planes continued to spot enemy artillery positions and report
progress of our tro-ps on the beaches.

b. Red Beach. (For composition of forces, see F.,0. No. 5, and Annexes,
Tab .). l1st B3n7th Infantry, the RId Beach assault battalion, began landing
at 0400B, one hour and 15 minutes after H-hour. The assault waves gained
tactical surprise and received no fire until they crossed the beach to the
cliff, where rmachine gun arnd light artillery fire hit them from both flanks*,
They ran up gullies to the top of the cliff and within a; hour htd overcome
hostile'resistance in the immediate beach area' ;; The bpttalion went ihto ~'
an assembly are'a 'a mile north of Red beach to 'await ordersq,.-[' 1,t 1000B, Company
A r.lieved elements of the Green force on high grdund -boe n ted 'and Green
beaches. ' - ..

Enemy artillery firing from. target areas 11, 22-23, and 28:29 (see
?-val Gunfire Support Plan, Planning Tab E 11) continued to interdict the
beach for some time. A 47-mni gun firing from area 11 on the left Blank of Red
beach scored hits on LCT t- No. 1 and 5. The beach was smoked to cover the
landing of LCTts, and the enemy batteries at 22-23 and 28-29 were finally
silenced by naval gunfire .

2nd Bn, 7th Infantry started landing at 0440B, pushed inland and
seized its objective at 1000B. Enemy artillery and difficult beach exits
delayed the landing and unloading of remaining units. Soft sand on the
beach and steep, dry stream beds which were the only beach exits caused
trouble in clearing the b-ach of transport.

3rd Bn, 7th Infantry landed and seized its objectives; three small
hills three miles northwest of Red beach by 1OOOB.

Three mortar squads of 1st platoon, Company D, 3rd Chomic B a ttalion,
were loaded on support craft and were to precede the assault waves ,prpred to
fire on beach targets, or to smoke the beach in ¢event of dclig2t landing. Due
to difficulty in asseo-bling the mortar wave in the rendevr^rOs area, it started



late and approached the beach after two or three infantry waves had landed.
One squad landed and the others returned to the LST. The 2nd platoon landed
at 0830B, found difficulty in traversing beach exits but reached its .'asS'embly
area back of the.beach at 1030B and immediately established a firing position.
It was not required to fire,

The 10th Field artillery Bn, with 62nd Armored Field Artillery Bn,
ard Battery A, 9th Field Artillery Battalion attached landed at 0630B, estab-
lished gun positions 500 to 1500 yards inland, registered and fired on targets
of opportunity, including enemy mortars, Infantry in the open, a battery,
machine gun nests and an 0. P.

Company G, 66th Arrmored Regiment, landed at 0900 and went into an
assembly area a mile inland from Red beach.

c. Green Beach, (For composition of forces, see FOo. No, 5 and Annexes,
Tab .). The 3rd Ranger Bn, disembarking in British LC1tIs fro. the Princess
Astrid and Princess Charlotte, began landing at 0300B, achieving complete
surprise. They crossed the beach and passed through the wide band of de-
fensive wire before beoing discovered. The enemy opened fire with machine guns,
disclosing their positions, and the Rangers quickly subdued them.

2nd Bn, 15th Infantry, following the Rangers, landed without opposition.
The battalion reorganized and-pushed eastward along the iMcnte Sole hill pass
toward Licata. it. 0735B, the American flag., was' raised over Castle San Angelo
on the high ground, "'iLediately wesbt of the city," AT 1130B, after naval bomn
bardment of Licata-, 2nd Bn 15th Infantry and other regimental units approaching
from the east entered and captured th5etown.

B Battery, 39th Field Artillery Battalion, landed and occupied a firing
position back of Green beach by 0600B The battery registered and later fired
12 rounds 'on enemy infantry in the hills to the north :at extreme range. The
shells burst among the eneory who retreated beyond rtan>ge.

The 'Cornmanding Officer of Company B, 3rd Chemical Battalion landed at
H + 45, reconnoitered the area east of the beach, and a short while later led e
his 1st platoon into pQsition. The platoon followed the advance of 2nd Bn,
15th Infantry along the ridge toward Licata and by 0530B had the town within
range, although no chemical mortar fire was used.

d. Yellow Beach, (For composition of forces, See FoO. No 5 and Annexes,
Tab A), 3rd Bn, 15th Infantry, the Yellow beach assault battalion, began land-
ing at 0345B, one hour after H-hour. The landirg was not opposed until the
boats actually beached, when enemy machine guns and small arms opened up,. *The
battalion cleared the beach defenses, seized the spurs overlooking the 'beach,
and subsequently reorganizod and moved westward on Highwayl23, entering Licata
at 1130B, about the same tim& the 1st Battalion entered from the',north and
2nd Battalion from the west. , "'

. .t.

The 1st Battalion began landing at 0445B, pushed one mile inland to
its assembly area, reorganized;: and-advanced on its first p0jective, the high,
ground immdeiately northeast of L'cat a, at 0600B Tie.-bjective was reached-

?at 0800Ba and :t :orade'q to -advaeo on Licata was received at 0930B. A platoon
.fwas sent to protect the bridges over the Salso, which were unimpaired, and
the remaind6r of ;the b;'ttm iiqam according to! its plan, forded the Salso about
two miles upstream from L-ica, and moved on the town fromthe north,

The mortar wave which was to precede the assault waves on Yellow beach
failed to rendezvous properly, either because the bqat section.-leaders could
not find the control point or because the control point was not established
at the designated spot, and the 81-Slm arid 4.2 inch boat sections proceeded
inshore separately. The 4,2's preceded the first wave, trying. to draw enemy
fire from known positions, but the enemy guns remained slent: The 81-rmm



mortars were landed but the 4'2'~ returned to the LSTo One officers and 64
enlisted men troro oqnpany A, 3rd Chemical Bn- landed abcut 0830B, established
an ammunition dump, contacted 3rd Bn. 15th Infantry and prparedito. support
the battalioh with fire :..No firing was done, however.,' !

The 39th Fie.ld 4 4rtillery Battalion landed, occupied gun positions in
the bowl back of Yellow; beach by 0630B, registered and first concentr ations
on enemy strong points. . ,

Company H, 66th Armored Regiment, landed at daylight and want into
an assembly area prepared to support the att:ack on Licata. It was found un-
necessary to employ the tanks prior to the fall of Lie ata.

... , . .

d. Blue Beach. (For composition of forces, see' F.0O No, .5 and Annexes),
2nd Battalion, 30th Inf antry, the Blue boach assault battalion,. began landing
at 0330B, 45 th:inutes after H-hour, The assault battalion :rachieved. tactical
surprise but met riflo and machine gun fire from pillboxyes located along. the
beach and' artillery fire fro.L a strongpoint east of the beach. Prearranged
naval gunfire on Targets 71, 72 and 73 neutralized the e:no:uy artillery (see
Naval Gunfire 'Support Plan, Planning Tab E 11), The battalion, employing
the 10-man anti-pillbox squads, cleared the beach defenses inits sector and
advanced against the onemy strong point on Poggio Lungoe which it .occufed at
0845B. 1st Battalion, 30th Infantry began landing at 0400 B, pushed inland,
occupied its objective and reorganized by 0708B, 3rd Battalion, 30th Infantry
began landing at 0410B,, seized its initial objective, high ground iLmediately
overlooking the beach area, at 0500B, and reached its final objective at 1030B1

The mortar wave for Blue beach preceded the assault wave as scheduled
but its services were not required. The 1st platoon, Company C, 3rd Chemical
Battalion landed at 0730B', Two shells, believed to be 100-<iz, struck the bow
of LCT 277 during the landing, illing four men of this company amd wounding.
several. The platosn joined its commander in'a draw back of the beach but did
not fire during this phase of the operation.

The 41st Field Artillery Battalion'landed at 085OB- two hours behind
schedule, and were in position r.ady to fire at 1030B. No firing was done from
this position, other than registration.

Company I, 66th Armored Regiment, landed successfully and provided
sup'porting fire for 2nd Battalion, 30th Infantry, reinforcing the -fire of
Cannon Company,""This close-support fire was directed against enenv strong-
points and pillboxes. , .

4. Period 1100 July 10th- 2400 July 10th.

a. The 7th Infantryconsolidated its position and continued to land"
vehicles and attached uni4ts in .accordance with the priorities established in
the landing table. The :.2nd Battalion .remained on its positi on but, was .attached
to t he 15th -Infantry. ,at, ;l410. .-

b. Upon receipt of 'oral' orders from the Division Gommander at appr ximatey
1200, 'the 15th Infantry pushed oorth along Highway 123 and occuiied positions
as shown on-overlay- _,,. .. Dela-ying positions were encountered and overArun.

c. The 30th Infantry.held its objectives lightly and concentrated its
battalions prpared.. to. .ov to the north'or weat-to counter any thrust from
that directions ; t " ' k ; v -

d, The Division CP was established ashore north c beach Yellow at 1215.
It moved to a new location just north of Licata, opening at 1535,

e. CC "Ea" less 3d Bn, 66th ',rmd Regt, with the 20th Engrs attached, con-
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stituted the Joss reserve. At 1200 the 41lst Inf (-1 Bn) commenced unloading
in the Licata port area.

f. The 20th Engrs, which conmmenced its unloading at approximately 1000,
was attached to the 15th Infantry on landing and-was held in regimental reserve.
CC "A" continued to unload in the Licata port area and on beaches Yellow and
Blue throughout the afternoon and night of July 10-11. From these points it
concentrated in assembly area indicated on overlay #2, prepared to move north
on Naro when sufficient strength had been landed.

g. The 3d Reconnaissance .Troop reconnoitered toward P .lma Di Montechiaro
along Highway 115. The bridge over the Fiume Palma was found prepared for de-
molition and efended,

h. Prisoners were beginning to ,constitute a major administrative problem.
^-proximately 2000 had been taken by midnight.

i. Infantry regiments conducted aggressive reconnaissance to a distance
of five miles. Sporadic air attacks by Gerimn planes against the beaches con-
tinued throughout the 'day.

,i 9 The 3rd Ranger Battalion relieved 2nd Battalion 15th Infantry in the
town of Licata and provided security for town and port area. , '

5. Period 2400 July 10th 2400 Jul.y llth.

a. F. Oa #6, issued at 210 July 10th directed the general extension of
the beach head to the Yellow Line, the second objective of Joss Force. The
7th Infantry, supported by the 10th F. Bn and 1st Bn 77th FA, less Btry B, con-
tinued its attack to the Northwest at 0600, It captured PaLrna Di Montechiaro
and occupied objectives on the high ground beyond. Action continued through-
out the day, the enemy beinLg forced to withdraw toward ,gr~igento. A brisk
battle at Palma by elee.nts of the 3d Battalion, pers nally led by the Battalion
CO, succeeded in clearing the town and pushing on thr,)ulh it. The 2nd Battalion,
released from attachment to the 15th Infantry, marched from its position north
of San Oliva and re-joined the regiment at 1700. ,

b. The 15th Infantry attacked northward with Campobello as its objective
and Highway 123 as its axis of advance.- This advance was supported by the 39th
FA Bn and 9th FA Bn (-3try C). ' A strong.delaying position at (9147), was knocked
out. Two Italian 90-=m.,,3P, gums and one Italian light tank were abandoned by
the enemy on this position, .. Lrtillery fire empqloying a mixture of white'phos-
pherous and time shell proved effective in their neutralization. Organized
resistance by German troops was first encountered in' the Campobello area. Cam-
pobello was occupied the afternoon of the l1th, 'and posit ions organized on
the high ground north of, the town, These positions were held throughout the
night. Patrols sent^to.- ifro contacted CC "A" and patrols sent to Riesi con-
tacted the 3d Bn 30th In.^antry. ' -

* . -

c. The 30th Ihfantry remained in position, 'hoiding its original objective
lightly?, :.iith;the-.regiment (less 3d Bn) concentrated and alerted for'movement.

patrol 'consit-ing-of 1 lnfatry,, Rlatoon,. .L Platoon Medium Tanks, 2 Platoons
Cannon Company ws sent along^'t!Ae cd-sAtal h ighway to Gela with a mi'ssion of
contacting II Corps. This p atr 1l fough it ;:taway through 3 enenmy positions
and captured 400 prisoners, The patrol loader contacted'the Commantding General
Seventh Army at Gela at 1430, On its rturn another enemry position was re-
ducos, and an additional 153 prisoners were captured, The 3d Battalion moved
across country to vicinity of Riesi whore they occupied and organized positions
on the high grourtid north and south of that town by 2000B. Its mission was the
secutity of the right flank of the force,,

d. CC "A"l continued to unload t1rough the night and early morning of July
11th. By daylight approximately 2/3 of CO A" had been landed and were in an
assembly area North west of Licat,. CC "A" advanced Northwest at 0600, occupied



Naro at 1030OB and theh moved into an assembly position' north and east of the

town proptrea for further action. Throughout the day Cc "A" was subjected to

air attacks from enemy planes and from friendly planes who had mistaken the
identity of the troops,

c. The 3d Ranger Bn, -as relieved in the town and port of Licata, by
elements of the 20th Engineers on the morning of July l1th. The Ranger Bn
marched north to an assembly area south of San Oliva and remnained in Division
reserve, ...

f. The 20th Engr Re3t continued to assist in the unloading at Licata Port.
The 36th Engrs continued landing supplies and vehicles over beaches Yellow,
?Ied and Blue. The 2nd Bn, :540th Engrs continued operation of Licata port.

g. Btry C, 36th F. Bn (155-min guns), unloaded the afternoon of July 10th,

had its guns in position west of Licata the morning of July 11th.

h. 3077 prisoners including 150 Germans were taken between H hour and
midnight July 11th.

io Attacks by German planes on the beachbs continued. One LST, containing
CC "A" vehicles, which had been partially unloaded, was hit and set afire. No
other damage of consequence was suffered.

6. Period 2400 July 1lth to 2400 Juy 12th

.. The 7th Infantry consolidated its position west of Palma and sent
patrols, north to Naro to contact CC "A"1.

b. At 1100,the 15th Inf was ordered to seize Delia, clear Bavenuse and
Solmatino, and relieve CC "A" upon Capture of Canicatti. Soimlatino was cap-
tured by the 1st Bn, 15th Inf at 1800o The 2nd Bn by-passed resistance at
Delia and pushed eastward to Canicatti where it arrived at 2200. The 3d Bn
met heavy resistance at Delia. A company of light tanks from CC "A" was sent
to support the Bn. Positions were held through the night preparatory to launch
ing a co rdinatAd attack the next morning.

c. At 1045, the 20th ngrs was ordered to relieve the 30th,/Infantry (-3d Bn)
on positions east of Licata. The 30th Infantry was ordered to move on Naro,
relieve elements of CC. "A" and occupy the high ground in the vicinity of the
town !'. The leading elerients moved at 1130 and the advance CP opened at new
position at 1645. The relief by the 20th En;,rs was accomplished it 400. The
fo t elements continued their rarch on Naro throughout the evening.

cd. CC "A",with the 62nd Armd FA Bn attached, launched its attack on
Canicatti at 1330. The town was occupied at 1500 but the enemy held the high
ground to the north and west. CC "A" reorganized preparatory to launching a
coordinated attack against these positions the next day.

e. The 3d Bn, 30th Infantry remained in the Reesi aroea Patrols confirmed
the prsendce of a def nded road block about. 2 miles southeast of town and con-
siderably enemy activity in the sector, particularly on the, road south from
Llazzarino.

f, The 3d Reconnaissance Troop operated in this sector in conjunction with
t he 3d Bn,

g.o The 3d Ranger. Bn remained ,in Bivouac south of San Oliva,

h. The first turn around of LCIts and unloading of f ollow-up troops
startedo



i. Tlhe 815th 3nrr Bn (Avn) began work on a landing' strifp in the vicinity
of Licata lanc:ing ground,

j, Enemy air activity continued but bombing of the beaches and port
caused little damage .... -. *

7. Peridd 2/O00 Juy .2th to 2,00' JuJY .3tho

aG. The 7tn: atr, reer ed Fe . 0- /7. dir('ecting a reconnaissance in

about 5 .miles .s' ot Pal' whe, , t'Th.y ietc..ucked ed adlvaced oh foot' One
Battere by of the 1.0i . ta: ' e .' 3 , .try of the 2nd Bn 77th F Re gt dis-in
placed forward to s.pport the action:

b. This reconnai. ssace developed strong re.sistance and consderably artilleryo
fire along thee egh . gracund est o.- the- aro rir.. The b;ate l, on withdrew
after dark to a pos.ition on e hign ground vicinity (7.47'>). Thios clays action
was supported by Napal Gunfire adusted through the 10th nF Bns Shore fire
Control Parttiesry

c. The 15th Infantry relieved CC t^' at Canicatti- occupying positions
nor ong t het of te town Th 3d supported by a comany of light to Lo ianks

Sommatino and sent CompbLany C to hiolh gound Th aineder of the battalion
assembled in an area jaust south of tanicattij The 3d Bn moved to a position

on the left of the 2nd sB north of Canicatti. Relief of CC ."A was completed
by 1600e -

. The CC 15th upon being relieved by the 15th Infantry ti oved toupyi an assembly
area in the vicinity of Campobello in Force Reserve, Pabrols were sent tos
the north and iast

nor The 30th Itf (- 3 d Bn) closed into its area comnd an oizd its positions
by 0300ptured aompand C woutpo as oderd nort0900 to seize ridge line about 2000 yards
southeast of Casn trofilliappon

.-.. , "'1 -· Pl

f. Te 3d aner n raiied in Force Reserve south of San Olivia inBn moved t he
vicinity of the mpDio vision Postl' r n to

ge The 20th Engineers rem3 d ained int position east of Licata nd maintained
contact with tho 1st Infantry Division north of Gela '

h. The 3d Bn. 30th Infantry remained in position at Riesi and with the
3d fl:connaissance Troop maintained patrols to' the north and east of the position.
Enemy activity on this flank continued" '- "

i. Company B, 10th Engr Bn took 6ver *the guard of a captured aimunition
dump nealr the hig'hwa.and midway between Somatino and Riesio The diump con-,
taining' an es bi.ma.ted 7d 000 bons of amnmunition of all types was prepared by
the e.ngineers for demolition.

' jr 'The 2nd. .n, 5,0th ngrs cont:f'iu(d its opr.ation,.of t.fe Lie ata port and
the 36th Er'es the unloading .at' the beaches. FollovwJup . h.icles started
arriving * * ... , .., : ' ... I '] " '"" 1,,. '

k. i:C-47 landed on. the newly build strip near the Licata landing field.

1. Operations to d te had resulted in the Capture of 4,477 prisoners.

$, Period 240C' July 13th- 2400 July 14th.

,a. At 0500 Company E. 7th Infantry advanced as a combat patrol to Favara



and entered the towvn without incident.

b. Ft 0. #8 received from Division Headquarters at 1700 directed the
concentration of RCT-7 in the Favara area in continuation of the reconnaissance
in force ;.against Agrigento and Porto Empedocle. The 3d Ranger Gattalion, 10th
FA Bn and 1st Bn 77th FA were attached to the 7th Infantry.

£ c. The 1st and 3d Bns advanced at 211 followed at 220 0 by the 2nd Bn,
. 2300 the CP of the RCT moved forward,

de B and C Cots of the 15th Infantry were relieved at Sommatino and D-lia
at 0800 and directed to join their battalion. The remaineder of the reginont
remained in the vicinity of Canicatti, reconnoitering toward Serradifalco,
~M:It:dioro, and St. Cloud. EnerV artillery fire was encountered along the

Canicatti-Serradifalco road.

e. Co C, 30th Infantry, reinforced, occupied the high ridge line about
2000 yards south of Cnstrofillipo with 2 rifle platoons at 1030, and with the
remaineder of the company roinforced at 2250* Motorized patrols from the
regiment along the Naro*Favara road encountered hostile artillery fire about
500 yards east of Favara. The patrol, however, saw men from a 7th Infantry
patrol enter Favara froa the south and west.

f. Tn the Riesi area the 3d Bn established contact with the 1st Infantry
D-.vision 2 miles southwest of Riesi.

g. The 3d Ranger Bn was ordered to Campobello where they were entrucked
and moved to Naro arriving at 2330* Movement on foot to high .round 2 miles
east of Favara continued throughout the night.

h. CC "A" remained in Force Reserve in the Campobello area but reconnoitered
extensively to the north, northeast and northwest. 3d Rcn Tr remained in the
Riesi area. Unloading on Boaches Blue and Yellow in the Licata port area conr
tinued.

i. The 20th Engrs reimined in position east of Licata with patrols oper-
ating toward GeLa and Butna. 'Contact was maintained with the 1st Infantry
Division,

9o ,240 JU 200 Juy th - 2 July 15th.

a, The 1st and 2nd Bns of the 7Wh Inf reached their initial objectives
during tho night 14/15* Both Bns c" oinued reconnaissance to their im.ediate
front and consolidated their positions. The 10th FA Bn and 1st Bn 77th FA Regt
displaced forward at 0300.

b. The Commanding Goneral visited the Command Post 7th RCT several times
during the day Uand plans were made for continuation of the operation, The
2nd Bn advanced and occupied high ground north of Favara and prepared to advance
to hill 333, just north of Agrigento. A Company of the 30th Infantry relieved
the 2nd Bn 7th Infantry north of Favara at 2000 and the 2nd Bn advanced.

c. At 2100 the 3d Bn moved from its position to the area southeast of
Favara. The 1st Bn continued reconnaissance toward Agrigento.

d. The 3d Ranger Bn was attached to the 7th RCT and at 1900 advanced to
the north of Agrigento.

e. At 1830 the- Comlanding General directed that the attached ongineer
company repair bridges over Naro River This company was fired on from the
vicinity of the bridge and was forced to cease work.

-14.



f. The 15th Infantry continued daylight and night patrols, entered
Montedoro with no .pposition, establishing an outpost of a squad there.

g. Company A, 15th Infantry reconnoitering toward Serradifalco received
artillery and small arms fire from high ground south and east of the town.

h. The 30th Infantry reconnoistered to the general line Favara- Naro -
Montedoro - Canicatti, establishing contact with 7th Infantry on the northwest
and 15th Infantry on the southeast, 2nd Bn 30th Infantry occupied high ground
in vicinity of Racalmuto and Grotti about 1200. The 3d Bn 30th Inf continued
reconnaissance missions in Riesi area.

i. The 105th AW Group furnished AA. protection from Licata port, Licata
airfield, and CC "A".

j. 2nd Bn 77th Fa Rgt and Btry A, 77th FA Regt (1st Bn), 36th FA Bn
(-Btry C) landed and went into position northwest of Licata.

k. 10th Engr Bn (- Co A, atchd to 7th RCT), guarded dumps and cleared mine
fields and enemy wire.

1. Patrols of 3d Rcn Tr reconnoitered north and northwest of Riesi with
no contact.

10. Period 2400 July 15th - 2400 Jul.y 6th.

a. RCT-7 continued-:reconnaissance in force against Agrigento in accordance
with provisions of F. 0, # 8 ,- headquarters 3d Infantry Divisions 58th ,Armored
FA Bn, 65th Armored FA Bn, and 77th FA R'gt moved from pervious location and
were attached for this action. By 1400 it was apparent that a rapid, aggressive-
advance would break the thinning outer defenses and uncover Agrigento as well
as Porto Empedocle to the southwest. At 1430 the 3d Bn in regimental reserve
attacked astride Highway 115 to seize Porto Empedocle. At 1410 large enemy
reinforcements advancing by motor toward Agrigento from the Aragona area wasbroken up by artillery fires, destroying or forcing the abandoning of 50
vehicles and causing 100 casualties to the enemy.

b. The 3d Ranger Bn occupied Porto Empedocle at 1900.

c. Patrols from the 15th Infantry working north and northwest of Canicatti
reached Milena and Grotto and Bompensiere and reported them cleared of the enemy.
Motor patrols toward Serradifalco encountered artillery fire just to the south
of town.

d. 2nd Bn 30th Infantry occupied a position on the fidgo extending south
and southeast of Racalmuto, extending reconnaissance to thz north thereof.
the 1st Bn moved into an area northwest of Castrofillipo. Both positions were
occupied by 2000. The 3d Bn, relieved at Riesi, moved west by motor joining
the remainder of the regiment at 1800. They moved into an assembly arsa north-
east of Castrofillipo.

e. CC "A" continued extnsive reconnaissance on the division front. Milena
was occupbd by patrols from 82nd Rcn Bn on this da 7.

f. 20th Enfgrs was relieved from its mission on the high ground east of
Licata and was organized into grcups to conduct battlefield salvage,

g, 10th Engrs continued its work in clearing such mine fields and wire
as h'd been reported, Operations in the Licata port area continued.

11. Period 2400 July. 16th 2400 July 17th.

a, 1st Bn, 7th Inf continued its attack against Agrigento, encounteringscattered strong points and fierce street fi:ghtig. Arti llery fire during the
day had so weakened the defenses so that the rapid and determined advance forced
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e. Patrols from the 3d Rcn Tr were active in area'-North and Northwest' of
Raffadali ,, '* -I ; '.

f.. Orders from CG 7th Army dissolved Jo3s Force as of 1800 and placed
the 3d Infantry Division in Provey Corpso F.O, #1 from Corps directed the advance
on Palermo on designated zones and phase lil3s. F.O. #9, 3d Inf Div, concen-
trated RCTs and prepared them for move to ?NV. Thq 15th RCT .;cith 4th Tabor of
Goums attached started ,love on Melin]a at 1750.' The 30th'Inf:moved at 1800 to
vicinity of Aragona, F.O. #10 initiated the advance at 0500, 19 July- to
Green phase line. . .

13. Tho advance on Palermo will be covered in a.,later 'report 'Operations of
the division covered in this report are shown in overlays No. '1 to'10 attached
as Tab A (1). '*

-17-



SECTION I I-INTELLIGENCE
(Training Phase).

1 General.

Intelligence training for The Joss Operation following the training dir-
ectives of higher headquarters and the lessons learned in Torch Operations
and the Battle of Tunisia.

2. Basic Intelligence training in the following subjects was emphasized:

a. Scouting and Patrolling. (Dismounted and motor patrolling.).

b. Map Reading,

c. Identification of enomy uniform and equipment. (Including air craft).

d, Communications.

o. Aerial Photos.

f. Signs, symbols and abbreviations.

go Camouflage.

h. Enemy Tactics.

3. Method

a. Training was of a practical nature, conducted on the field when possi-
ble and classroom work reduced to a minimum. A minimum of two night problems
a week were required of all regularly assigned intellirence personnel. This
traininig proved valuable in developing initiative and self-reliance. Intelli-
gence units were worked against organizations other than their oa n in order
to develop a higher degree of training. Troops wore given much instruction
personally rather than by the publication of numerous instruction sheets.
Frequent spot checks on training were made by members of the G-2 Section.
This had the advantage of stimulating training and building a more complete
understanding between headquarters and personnel of units. Battalion intelli-
gence sections were increased from 6 to 10 men in order to take care of ~losses
in combat and to provide a sufficient number of personne! to perform bnttalion
intelligence duties 24 hours a day.

b. Training memoranda covering subjects listed under paragraph No. 2
above were' issued to lower units at frequent intervals,

^ . j ' ,. . .. i - ·

4. 'Radio .Intercept

,:a, "**Mits ion.
'' *>i The Radio Intelligence Platoon of the 3rd Signal Company was given the

mission'of furtnishing 1WY" Servico (enemy intercept) for the Division, and "J"
Service (monitoring friendly nets) for the Division and Force 9343. The Pla-
toon was given this mission approximately one month before the Operation began.

b. Organization.

T/O Strength: 1 Officer and 34 Enlisted Men,

Officer in Charge: Ottis A. Davis, 1st Lt., 3rd Sig. Co,



Team "Y: consisted of 16 OpCerators using 4 thdio Receivers capable
of working any r'uc' lcr b-^worn UtO. OKc to 2000 Kcs. Six of these Operrtors
were linguis'-, tbhro I :ualan iand nthreoe (-eman '

o . i . ...

c. Train.ng .A - . ,

(1) Each L eamrn vas trinedl. soparately because each 'team -had a separate
mission.

(2) Team ^ 7 .I-t was cot-np. that at the :iv sion would encounter
both German and Ita3ian Troops; 'o S- li.ngu..sts .'on tho Uni'ts w.ithin tho
Division were at'ac:.ed -;o the plat'oon for training to be used in the Operation.

(3) The Team w, s first t.-ained in the most commonly used milltary
terms.-abbreviatir nsp s;Pmbels and storSotype messages used by the enemy~ Then
the Team was' trained in recogni. zg the German ard Italian Stations' by copying
news reports, and some knownm tactical nets of radio0

(4) "J" Service had been used by the British VIII Army in the Tunisian
Campaign ,and worked out successfu.llyc Captain Hertog, a British Officer who
worked 'J" Service in the Tunisian Campaigns was sent from AFHQ to 3rd Signal
Company to assist in the Training of a Team for "J" Serviceo The Toam was
first trained in copying voice message that were most commonly used by front
line units, then monitoring all tactical nets within the Division, during the
training perior befor' the operation for security purposes.

(5) An Army intercept team of one officer anr six men (three radio
qperators and three cod.e clerks) were provided by the 128th Sig Co (jPI) to
accompany the Task Forceo They were to receive the information obtained, by
radio intercept of the parent organization which remained in Bizerte.

5. Exercise "Copybook".

.n, ITho exorciseo Copybook" (a full scale dress rehearsal) was useful from
an intelligence stand.point in two vwyso The fact was brought out that the cub
liaison, plane had considerable possibility whe-n Ised as a moeans of getting in-
forrma.ticn* .In fact:. the first information of interest to G-2 came- from this
source. The problem ondcod too soon t-o give the various intelligence -agencies
much opportunity to transmitr anyvolumo of information to division headquartors.

beo The other advantage of 1CopybookI from. an intelligonce standpoint wvas
that it gave as-tern Base Section and. the Counter Intelligence Corps an oppor-
tunity to check the effoctivno ss of security measures in theo'aroa, Rosults
of th; cche9k showed the need of tightning up the measures in effect



SECTION II - INTELLIGENCE
(Planning Phase)

1. General;

a. Intelligence for Joss came from many sources. In order to collect,
and evaluate and disseminate this information, Major Grover Wilson, A C of
S, G-2, 3rd Infantry Division was selected as a member of the Joss Force
Planning Board. Lt. Col. Henriques, operations, and C-:.pt. Butler, photo-
graphic interpreter, of the British Arqyr and Lt. Col. Mercer C. Walter, 3rd
Infantry Division were later added. As the plan developed, naval arid air .
corps members wvere added to the board, who, in addition to other matters,
assisted in furnishing intelligence from their respective headquarters.

b. Information on terrain, communications, customs of the people, and
towns was very good and camo principally from two sources ISIS (British
topographical Survey) and Aerial Photographs. Practically all the information
of fixed defenses camo frorm aerial photographs. Information of the beaches
was given by the Navy and verified by the ISIS and aerial photographs. Relief
models were employed to give a proper'appreciation of t 1errain. Their use
early in the planning stages is essential. Timely photos and their accurate
interpretation is vital to proper planning of such an operation. Had the
necessary planning been dependent on aerial photos and interpretations furn-
ished thru regular channels it would have seriously delayed the proper planning.
Fortunately, Joss Force was assigned a photographic interpreter and arranged
special photo missions whereby the results iwere obtainedwithin 4$ hours or
less after, a request was made.

2, Information File.

a. A Jcss Force Information File enclosed as Tab B (2) was published
to all units of the force for the purpose of creating a file whereby all in-
telligencoe information could be kept together and changes in the form of add-
enda could b5' added as now information became available°

3, Intelligence (G-2) Plan,

a. A G-2 plan was prepared covering three phases of operation: 1st
(offshore), 2nd (Beach Assault), 3rd (Beach inland to objective). The essen-
tial elements of information were supplied by the Commanding General. This
plan is enclosed as Tab B (1),

4. :Allid -Military Government of Occupied Territory.

a. Purpose.

(1) The Allied Military Government of Occupied Territories (AMGOT)
is the military organization set up to preserve law and order and provide
for the safety and welfare of the' civilians in occupied territories. All
powers of government and jurisdiction in the occupied territory over its
inhabitants and final administrative responsibility were to be vested in
General H, R. Alexander, General Officer Commanding and Military Governor,
and the Allied,:Military Government of Occupied Territories was established
to exercise these powers under his direction.

(2) The exercise of the powers of the Crown of Italy were to be
suspended during the period of military occupation and the Fascist Party
and all discriminatory decrees and laws were to be annulled.

(3) The administrative and judicial officials of the provinces

row



and communes and all other government and municipal functionaries and em-
ployees, of state, munifipal or other public services, except such persons
who were knownFascists, were to be required to carry on their normal fun-
ctions in order that the civilians~'would not be faced with complete disrupt.
tion of public utilities, food and water supplies and protection of life and
property. The AMGOT personnel, upon occupation of a comm-une by the military,
planned to post proclamations advising the populace of the new order and on-
deoavored to ferret out the undesirables and Fascists in key points arid re->'
place them with persons of non-Fascist tendencies without disrupting the' '"'.'- ,
normal routine to too great an extent. In many instances. this would necessitate'
the complete running of the Civil Government by the iAdGOT until such time as.
the local police could be reorganized and a Civil Gbvernrvent properly estab-
lished.

b. Organi. zation.

(1) The AMGOT personnel attached to Joss Forc'e. was organized as
follows: Chief of Section, Assistant to the Chief, 'Public Safety Officer
and Two Assistants, Civilian Supply Officer and Assistant-, Public Health
Officer, and Finance Officer. ; -

(2) The planhing schedules for AMGOT 'called for another British'
Major well versed in 'General Administration ahd for 12 - 15 enlisted men who
were to be drivers, clerks', and interpreters. "The British Major and these men
did not arrive by the time Joss Force started its operation; neither did the
transportation which was promised and badly needed.

c. All facilities and information. in the planning headquarters were made
available to AMGOT'personnel and the detailed plans of the operation were pre-
sented to'them in order that they might properly carry out their instructions
from higher ,,headquarters.

5. Photo Interpretation.

a, General. '

'Dur ng. the planning stage, the best information available of the '
topography and :of the fixed defenses was obtainable froii air photographs. "As
a result the tactical plan of each unit was mainly based upon, or coAtisderably
influenced by the information extracted frb'a the- air photographs,. A ground
check after landing revealed this type of,. .information as being, extreme:a'-
accurate. Apart from the detailed interpr'tation of each defensive 'pbsition,
the following information, mainly. of a topographical nature, was also obtained
fron the air photographs. -. ;: .

,- , n 4

Topograpay: .'teniths, and widths of beaches. '
(̂ pes': of cultaiation. '

Exits from the' beaches, .
Estimations of heights of cliffs, river banks, etc.
Bridges and culve'rts,
Silhouettos .and "pr minent' feC-tures t.useful for landing.
C.ros-Zsing .of.4 vrSalso'. . : * ' ,-
Road and tracks into the interior-..
Places' on the.'r ai-lway crossable by M/T.

Defenses: Location of defensive installations, including obstacles.
Arcs of fire of each CD position, pillbox and MG position.
Amount of "dead ground" of each gun position.
VWays of approach to each gun position.
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b, Distribution of Information.

The photographic interpreter went over the photographs stereoscopically
with each regimental and battalion commander and S-.2, In addition to this,
the information enclosed in Joss Force Information File was distributed by
the following means;

(1) Defense overlays with description (issued by this Headquarters)
First report issued 11 June 1943. No. of copies 150
Second report; issued 18 June 1943. No. of copies 150
Third report issued 28 June- 1943. No. of copies 200

' Fourth report issued 1 July 1943. No. of copies 200

(2) Defense overprints (issued by Force 343)
1st edition printed May 1943;. TlAis tdit!ion was too diagmo.la-

tie in the presentation of its information to be of any great assistance in the
detail planning.

2nd edition printed 19 June 1943. The information of this edi-
tion was very excellently presented and was subsequently found to be extremely
useful. This Division did not receive these overprints for distribution until
the 3rd July 1943. This delay is considered too long and would have been
serious if the Division had depended upon these overprints for its planning.
There did not seem to be any reason why these overprints should not have been
in the hands of this Division two days after the printing.

(3) Annotated Mosiacs (issued by G-2 Section, 3rd Infantry Division).
1 - East of Licata showing defense and topographical infor-

mation issued 5th July 1943. No. of copies: 50.

(4) Photographs:
The ultimate supply of photographs was good but the time lag

throughout the planning phases and the campaign from the time the photographs
wore takeh to the time they were received by this Headquarters was much too
great. This meant that the Division was planning and fighting on information
that was too old. In some cases photographic sbrtiea of the same area but of
different dates arrived at this Headquarters at the same time. This meant
that the latest sortie only was interpreted and consequently the other sorties
were wasted. Of great valte were oblique photos of beaches and adjacant foot-
hills. The following is considered to be the maximum requirements of photo-
graphs for the needs of the Division:

(a) Initial cover of an area - 5 copies.
~ Distribution: 1 copy for divisional Headquarters

1 copy for divisional Artillery
1 copy for each regimental Headquarters

(b) ": ,Subsequent cover - 1 copy f or divisional Headquarters onlyo
(c) Prior to any pperation, approximately 30-50 copies of

specific prints covering the exact area would be ordered, Those would be
circulated to the formations lower -than Regimental Headquarters?.

6. Counter-Intelligenceo .

a. The'counter-intelligence plan. for Joss Force was, two-fold: Near
shore and far shore security.

(1) Near Shore,

(a) Near Shore security was carried out in cooperation with
G-2 section EBS at Mateur, Internal security in Joss Force was safeguarded
by an effective CS system operating all units: By the CIC field security
detachment under 1st Lt. Jack B, Cameron, with 1 officer and 11 agents.



. - (b) Object of all security measures was to deny the enemy know.
ledge of the destination of the force.t time for depaxturea'and the units:
involved in the operation. -

(c) Security meoasures employed by EBS included 'thd following:

4 '. (1) Arrest and detention of all suspects considered dang-;
erous or potentially dangerous. ..-.

(2) :Establishment of road blocks to spot check traffic
and keep unauthorized personnel out `of the assemibly and embarkation areas,

.i...t .... () Signal securilty of all EBSScommunications in the
BiZerte' - ateur area.

(d!) Routine spot h eclk were made by C psCrsonnel to ensure
that the, above measures were be ihg carried out . .

' (e) One of the most dangerous violations of security was the
presence of large numbors of poorly guarded German and Italian prisoners
the Bsizete - Ferryille area. These prisoners were being used on work
details.* Their' presence in the area increased %tho -risk of 'loss' of security
shotild they escape and tra nsmit what they had- seen' to Geranyor; Italy,
Efforts to .hare them removed were unsuccessful.

(2) Far'Shore

(a) Gkneral.

Th, counter-intelligence plan for Joss Force far shore had
for its objectives the security on the far shore of an initial beach-head
and was divided in two parts;

... 1 lst- Security of the Port and torm of Licata.

. . .2nd - Security of all other areas.

;(1) Port Sqcurity.

CIC Port Section "A" Joss Force was to land with the
15th Infantry at beach yellow. The Section was divided into five teams, two
of which were to operate in the port area and three in the town area. Their
missioh was to establish emergency security at the port and to provide counter-
intelligence security in the t own proper .,

As soon as practicable the port and town installations
were to be takdeAover' by the Beacah Group' 'ider command of tbhe CO 36th Engineers*
At that time th& c'ontrol of- the Port CIC Section "'At 6was;.to. pass to control
of the Port Cd6i'ander,* . . .r ,e ,

; -:'I ; -" ;' 'CIC obde&tives inf 'Li;ca;t were: ,Polic. 'tation . post
office, RR station, ports, 'dbdck', customs buildings, town:. ha,1-. telephone ex,
change, road and RR bridge over river Salso, public utilities, ban,] etc.

Search and detention of all known enemy agents and suss
pects, was to be made.

(2) CIC section, Fild Security,.

The CIC security section, composed of one officer and
five men were to land with the 7th Infantry on Beach Red, Their objectives
were to search enemy CP s, bivouac areas, battle field casualties and fixed dee
fensive positions for documents of intelligence value, including radio direotion
finders, searchlight positions and radio stations.

b. General Instructions Relative to CIC,



(1) All CIC sections were to operate under 3rd Infantry Division
(Reinforced) Headquarters, conducting investigations of subversive, sabotage,
and espionage cases, making arrest, searching civilian homes for concealed
weapons, handling security problems, and in general carrying out, the. Ceinter
Intelligence functions within the jurisdiction of the Force . · :.

(2) During the .combat phase of the operation CIC personnel planned
to operate in uniform identifying themselves by green arm bands bearing the
red letters "C. I.C."

(3) All members of the C. I. C. wqre to have complete power of arrest
over civilian and military personnel, both enemy. and allied, as pertains to
counter-intelligence matters .. "

(4) Civilians captured.for any subversive acts involving espionage,
or sabotage were not to be released from PWI 'until such persons had been
cleared by the CIC.

7, Public Relations . . -

a. Public Relations was handled by one public relations officer, Lt. Lo
G. Hoover, Allied Force Headquarters; one radio commentator, Mr. Merrill
Mueller, and one news Photographer,: Mr Charles Corte, were attached to the
Joss Force for the operation. A qdarter-tmn truck and trailer was provided
by higher headquarters for their use. The radio commentator provided dis-
patches for all news services and the photographer likewise furnished pietuyre
for all picture servi:ces.4 In other words, their work as completely :poo:ld
as was the work of correspondents and photographers with other forces-

b, Arrangements were made to sent unprocessed film back through Nea r-
Shore Contrtol to the Arry Pictorial Service iat Algiers and :to sent a 100iQo rd
dispatch during .the first 10 houss by ra-dio bto ,Seventh Army Headquarter*s.: As
matters wor-ed out, many channels were used in sending photographs and d+,
patches to North Africa, planes being available at the, Licata landing. ground
after the second day, .- /

c. The radio commentator and photographers with the, force had both had .
considerable experience with the Army during the Tunisian Campaign arnd rei
quired no: special !arrangements other than those noted above.

8. Prisoner of War Interrogation Teams, '

a, A detachment of Prisoner of-W Var Interrogators was attached to. Joss
Force by AFHQ prior to the commencement of the operation "Husky", This de'
tachment, ccnsisting of five officers and ten enlisted men and having been
drawn from the PWI pool at 'the Combined :Services, Detailed Interrogation
Center, reported with transportation to the Commanding General, Joss Force on
17 June, 1943., .

b. The detachment was divided into four teams, consisting of one officer
and two enlisted men each, and representing within. each team , .minimum, of .one
Italian speaking and one German speaking isterrogator, .so that the battalions
following immediately upon the assault units might be provided'with a means of
obtaining informnation of tactical value from prisoners of war. One team
accompanied CC IA"t and one team remained at Joss Force H.adquarters&

c. During the planning phase the Prisoner of War Interrogators were
briefed on their part of the operation and instructed as to the contemplated
plan of operation. All information: from higher: headquarters covering Order
of Battle in Sicily was made available t them. They we1e then attached to the
RCTs so t.hat they might become acquainted with those : peopie withwhom they
were to work. - ' : : : : -;



SECTION II - INTELLIGENCE
(Operations Phase)

1. Oeraticnal Procedure.

a. A situation map was kept from which an overlay was taken every 24 .
hours showing ermiy situation as of 2400B daily, Separate map was kept show-
ing results of tactical air reconnaissance.

b. The only file maintained was the journal in which all incoming arid out-
going messages were posted; Information copies of pertinent messages were sent
to other staff sections.

c. Spot reports of imaportant incidents were forwarded immediately to higher
headquarters and subordinate units, G-2 Periodic Reports, daily as of 2400B
with the daily 24 hour enemy situation overlay, are attached as Tab B (1)*' .
These overlays and'Periodic .Reports show the daily contact with the enemy forces
together with known facts concerning the enemy and his gun emraplacements, dumps,
reserves, movemehts, etc-, for that particular day,

d. An itnformation liaison toent was established wherQe liaison officers
from lower comraands made their headquarters between trips to. their units to
deliver and receive irifornation for G-2 and other staff sections. Tactical
information was sent`-'to the liaison tent in order that %hey might keep abreast
of the situation,,' g :. ;

e. The G-2 njournal contains the complete detailed account of all instruc-
tions and inf.rmahtion- sent to G-2 with the noted action taken by G-2. All
operations 'and mov'ments 'pertaining to G-2 are also covered in the journal.

2. Ground Re connaissance '

ao Close-in ground reconnaissance was performed aggresasivelyby numerous
foot and motor 'patrols within the zone of advance of each unit.

b. In addition to unit reconnaissance, the 3rd-Reconnaissance Troop per-
formed missions as assigned prior to D-day as covered in Field Order No. 5,
3rd Infantry Division (Reinforced), (Tab A (6)). Subsequent reconnaissance
missions were carried out over a wide area on both flanks and in the forward
area. After the lahding, CC !tA" performed the bulk of reconnaissance to the
front and -subsequent to their transfer Co B of the 82nd Reconnaissance Troop
took over reconrinaissafice'under division control. Reconnaissance m.issions
were plannaed:a day in advance and the unit commanders or their liaison officers
were brtiefed ast t1e required information.

3. Aerial Reconnaissance. .- .

a 4 Requests: Iii'addition to. p re-arranged reconnaissance missions that
were laid on'by higher headq6arter, s dadly ree Sts are rade through the
attached air-support' part :to the .XII Air' Support- Cooiand for missions covering
Joss area, . . -

b. Results: Tactical reconnaissance reports for the island as a whole
came in froi the first day of the operation. Specific information of the Joss
area was s'ofm}what slower and did not really begin to give a suitable picture
until after the third day of the landing. This is believed to have been due
to poor communication facilities of XII ASC when afloat. After the third day,
when the XII!.Air Support Command communications were set up on the shore, con-
siderably morfe information became available. A separate tactical reconnaissance



rap was maintained and a general picture of enemy movements was obtainable
at any time. However, the information received ms not in sufficient detail
for accurate route reconnaissance or ground locations.

c. Air Photo Interpretation:. A£tef the landing several sorties of
aerial photographs were received. Due to the rapidity of the advance they were
of little value.

4. Radio Intercept.

a, 3rd Signal Intercept.

(1) Operation: "Y" Service.

A large amount of enemy traffic was intercepted each day but all
messages were in code and could not be broken. A Signal Intelligence Team
would have been valueable in breaking these messages.

(2) "J"t Service.

All Reconnnaissance and Regimental Nots were monitored, Approx-
imately twenty messages were intercepted per day. All messages which pertained
to the enemy or friendly dispositions, and did not violate security, were re-
transmitted to Force #343 in their original form or code.

(3) "Y" and "J" service would have been more successful if the platoon
had been working only one of these services. Either service requires all per-
sonnel and equipment within the platoon to wrk successfully.

b. Anmiy Intercept. With the exception of one message the t"Y"l Service
Intercept provided by the detachment of the 128th RI Co failed to furnish any
information of the enemy,

5. Operation of PW Tearms.

a. The PII team attached to RCT-7 was landed with the battalion follow-
ing the assault battalion and began to interrogate PW's on the beach. An' en-
closure was hastily erected shortly thereupon and the interrogation was con-
ducted within the enclosure. AS RCT-7 began to advance inland, the interro-
gation teams followed the Regimental Headquarters. All prisoners taken by RCT-7
were evacuated to the rear along the main axis of advance. The interrogation
team met and interrogated prisoners along this route. After an appreciable
advance inland had been attained, the PWI teams remained near the Regimental
CP where they were able to intercept Fi~ts being evacuated from all battalions
of RCT-7.

b, The PWI team attached to the 2nd Battalion, RCT-15, was landed with
that battalion and began to interrogate on the beach where a number of PW's
had already been gathered.a When the 2nd Battalion began to advance inland, the
PVTI team followed and interrogated along the axis of evacuation. During the
later phase of the operation they interrogated in the vicinity of the Regiment-
al CP. Later this team was returned to Division Cage.

c. The PWI team attached to RCT-15 was landed with the battalion immed-
iately following the assault battalion and began interrogation on the beach.
It followed the advance inland of RCT-15 and interrogated along the road, down
which the PWfs were being evacuated. After the initial day's action the team
conducted interrogation at the Regimental CP.

d. The PWVI team attached to the RCT-30 was probably the first PWI team
ashore. At that time, it obtained information from a PR that enabled a unit



of RC.30 Sto^ outtlnaik an enemy strong pdnt and take the position wthout
;difi eit' An- wrlsure -was erected on -the beach and the PWI team remay

&t tisfI p -7the better prt of the morning Later in the day they caught
uip wit R-CT.T3O and began interrogating along the . ais of evacuationi ,

, T P. WI:tg o. 1,:tea ;attache d ~to 0 -t ;waps not landed tfti I) p s :.. B^'' '
thin ^ tIme e nit Pt cavrgead 2eady ieen onert n fC oletUlo. and i

t'an i,'~rkAta~ed a Tohi idntif atn

aa :, ':; taan attachedem untoi Josse F|orne ofadu e da nc5l ed .4

ag Licata. , ,I ,'; , " . '4: t .i t. , ..ph s e .t .. a. -'e :' :!

When: B f!a'Jd,% , teol aIC e atad w ^accomtp ihed. viin A ,

anned thll omn aollcted

ad e).a tah t pri eisoners a day for deta oic
r.JW ti:..-

aa of 2400B of'eny units in Joss Zcne of Advance.

6, c tir on w"A Mission tand Operations. * ' * .

.a .c t -- . ·, '.a.,, ' .

hn personielat IOQOB. Upon landing the section divided as outlined in tpr.

v ! cata with the assault troops Between H plus 45 '

ald 1800B, 1 Ju^.;ly, 1943, the following4 00i missions were accomplished

(a) Imnediay positions between beach yellow &nd Licata.searched

(ac) o Security estabiishsd'i tofwn of Licata

(d.) Enemy posi t surodihg Licdta searched and :o6wjenta

was divided into two groups. Under the CO, 1st Lt. J. B. Cameroe, f.oe 'yen
qpera.ed as the assault section and moved as previously directed toward the
next port, Urer Lt. Van Kirk five men remained in Licata until they were
zrei.ev-ed by CIC Port Section "B" personnel, or CIC soction personnel, Seventh
Armn, ^t wiich time they -wre to join the assault section of Port Section "A",

bl, A~ri.Fnto and Porto Empedocle.

(1) Assault Section of Port Section "A" entered the outskirts of
Agrigento at 0200 17 July, surveyed the situation and returned to the CP 7th
Infantry f or the -ance of the section. The section then entered the city
at :0630B, '"' ' ':" ' '" '",'! ; '
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(2) Looting,and rioting were prevalant in the city as there were
no American guards nor any AMIGOT officials. After two hours the rioting
quelled by the CIC Section Imminediate steps were taken to re-establish
the civil government pending the arrival of AMGQT: by taking the necessary
action with the Garabinieri,: the 'Fire Chief, the City Public Health Officer
and director of the City Hospital.nc a Civil Engineer..

(3) The General Vicar for the Province of Agrigento, Monsignor
Satnro Antonio oiff6red'his services, during the .rioting. He placed his priests
throughout the, city to quell disorder, gather the dead, bring in public officals
and advise as to the general situation.. '

.(4) At:. 1330 on the 17th of July, AMIGOT. officials arrived and thee above
mentioned action and information raceived brought to their attention,

(5) All CIC missions were' accomplished for Agrigento and Porto rpipedocle
which for the most part were similar to those outlined under 6 a for Licata,
Part Security and security in the cities of, Agrigento and Porto Empedocle were
established in the same manner as for the town of Licata.

7*. AGOT , ,

a. Major Ashworth,. the Public Safety Officer, landed with the 15th Infantry
assault force on D-day.. HBe proceeded to the city of Licata as soon as it fell

-and arranged for police protection. The balance of the AMIGOT force landed
sometime later on D-4ay' at Licata and established an office ;in the local City
Hall. 'The loca.1 governing officials *ere immediately contacted and assisted
in organizing the city government under. American occupatiqn. Many problems
were encountered as elctric powerwas not available and the inhabitants had
no way, of ,grinding their grain because the mills had shut, down. As. a result
there .was' a. foqd shortage. There was' loss of property for. which caims'wee
made; quw.ticns of',atrmer s being permitted to move about with 'their h6erds
and. flocks, and many other problems in th6 handling of the civilian population.
Proclamations were posted and the inhabitants were made to understand that
AMGOT :-,tnd the Americans were not there tQ exploit .them but to: administer justice

T 4' * f ia * ' - ' ' *." '' ' ' *
.b.,. AMIGOT officials nritered Canicatti, Favara, and Agrigpaoy as oob0no -

after the army occupied these to'wns as was possible.. a., ue t thir lack of
pereaonnel and vehicles there was .so'me delay. In some cases lack cf trans-"
portation and personnel prohibited AMiGOT from entering smaller towns,. None of
the AMGOT vehicles arrived and consequeqtly they. had, no mode oX travel except
for an .occasional borrowed vehicle and a rare. commandeer.ed: civilian tcar. Prob-
lems similar to those nmention6d 'in the previous paragraph were encountered
throughout the entire sector in addition to o9bher problems of. a localized
nature ... * ,,. '.I ": >-','. . " '

8.. Public Reatiohs. ' ' .... .

a. Frequent mention of the success of the landing at Licata during news
broadcasts early in the campaign indicates that the dispatches reached their
destination without undue delay, although it is possible the announcements
were made direct to the press by higher headquarters on the basis of military
reports. News reporters and photographers, including MWr Mij'chael Chi·nigo
of International News Service were given perm.ssion to visit any sector of
the front they desired. They were briefed in the situation as frequently as
possible.



SECTION III- SUPPLY
(Training Phase)

1. Background: The training of the Third Infantry Division for operation
"Husky" cannot be considered as commencing in North Africe at Fifth Army In-
vasion Training, Center. Rather, it has beenr a continuous process since 1939 'at
Fort. Lewis., .Washingtion when the Division experiments,, trained 'and evolved prin-
ciples for a' landing fron transports on hostile shores

a, A key note of .this early training was the search for a solution to the

supply problem presented w],hen an Infantry Division is cut off from its normal
base of supply and must take along with it, on transports and freighters, a

sufficient, quantity of supplies to exist for a period of sixty to ninety days,
A corollary to this problem was the necessity of removing the supplies from trans
ports and freighters across beached and to the Divisipn wherever it might be
fighting . . .. ..

b. 'During thbe period before the North African landing valuable logistical
data was accumulated; Standing Ope'ration' Procedures were established and pub-
lished con cerning supply, embarkation and debarkation. Transport Quartermasters
were trained and became familiar with the use of templates in planning, priority
unloading listst scale loading diagrams and Navy operation. To ,move the supply
across the beaches, a bea,ch or shore party was created, first composed of a
loose organization of Division troops. includinig supply .and evacuation elements
as well as labor and later composed of'a separate Engineer 'Beach Group charged
with supply responsibility.

c. This early aramphibious training culminated as part of the Western
Task Force in operation "Torch" against North Africa. This operation was

invaluable experience in that it proved and disproved some of the principles
established during early training,. ' .. '

i - - .~ .

2. Fifth Ar y Invasion Tr'irin Center. A:;;^ibious trainin, of the Division

received little attention from the 'conclusion of the operation "Torch" November
1942 until, the .es5tablishment of the Fifth Arnr Invasion Training Center at Arzew,

{,t1geria in the modnth of February 1943, At that time intensive concentration
began on the problerm of perfecting amphibious operation from shore to shore in
stead of ship to shore.,

a. By directi6n of Fifth Army, Division Staff representatives, including
an assistant G-4,' wre sent to inspect training facilities, make suggestions
and rec omimendations and return to 'thd Division to initiate amphibious training.

, (l1)'". It was found that t'heo training at the Center 'ras concerned with

shiore -to shore. operation, using shipping designed to 'place the Division on the

hostile ,shore' with little disturbance to the normal triangular operation.

(2) Recommendations were made and adopted that a Transport Quarter-
master'School be established, that 'the training include actual loading and
unloading of s'upplieq uponh' iTdhtthe troops being trained would depend for
sussistence. :: i' "':'' ' ' " ..-... "' '' ' ' ' '

b. Immediately f oJ3.win' th Inspection made by-the Division Staff
Officers, 'regimental, d... separate battalion executiveofficers' S-3s and S-4 s
were sent to the Tranin g'Center for preview of the projected training'.

c. 'The Divisioh'' as th$nmoved by Regimental Combat ' TeArms to the'Center
and received the following training in embarkation, supply :anhde.evacuation:

(1) Training for enmbarkation was taught by a Transpo'rt Quartermaster
School and by practice loadings and unloadings concluding with Regimental
Corb at Team exercise s O



(a). The Transport Quartermaster School was not fully effective
because of the speed with Which the training had to be conducted and because
the personnel and uinits sent t6 attend, in general, were not the personnel who
woere later Transport Quartermasters for operation "Husky". The school em-
phasized theoretical organization of Ports of embarkation and loading problems
which are the responsibility of higher headquarters. It did not emphasize the
need or the means for organization involvirg the S-3ts, S-4 s and Unit Command-
ers in planning priority discharge lists and loading diagrams.

(b). The practice loadings were inadequate in that they con-
sisted in running a few vehicles on a craft to sea if they would "fit" rather
than in attempting complete loading based on loading plans and diagrams.

(c). The training time allowed to Regimental Combat Team exercise,
was extremely beneficial. Units were able to check loading plans, officers
and drivers became familiar with the characteristics and capabilities of craft
and by trial and error learned the most efficient methods of loading.

(d). 411 training in debarkation at the Center was received dur-
ing the combat team exercises. The problem of unloading the LST on a shallow
beach was not solved and none of the methods finally used in "Husky" were tried.
However, training received in the unloading of supplies was of inestimable value

(1). The 2 -Ton Truck, Amphibious proved the ideal solution
for transporting supplies from craft to beach dumps.

(2), The Engineer Shore Party was increased by trained
supply troops and additional labor and equipment which enabled them to con-
struct beach exits and establish operating supply dumps.

(2). The Training Center solved one of the most difficult problems
in amphibious landings when it effevtively trained the Division in using the
asbestos fibre grease method of water-proofing vehicles. Personnel became
familiar with its use and the grease enabled practically complete normal
operation of vehicles immlediately upon landing.

(3). The Division G-4 Section and the Division Special Supply Staff
carried on an intensive study of the logistical problem. Detailed studies of
the new craft were made and complete scale drawings prepared. Scale model
templates of all vehicles wore made and vehicle loadings tried. Responsibility
of various phases of loading and unloading were reviewed. Standing Operating
Procedures were initiated to crystalize thoughts and Ideas received during the
training period. The new craft available for use (LCItS, LCT'S, LCVP (R)'S,
LCAtS AND LSI!S) .,re enthusiastically received as being an attempt to adapt
the shipping so that the Division would be placed on the hostile shore with
a minimum of interruption in its normal operation.

do The training at the Center was abruptly concluded when the Division
moved to enter the Tunisian campaign.

3. Early in Aoril to'. Division had received the directive from higher head-
quarters concerning operation "Husky". A Planning Board was established and
continued functioning so that when the Division returned to the Jermmapes area
from Tuhisia in May specific training for the operation began immediately.
This training did not involve matters of supply. The activities of embarkation
and evacuation were arrested until the solution to the tactical problem had
been completed so that the composition and the timing of movement of the units,
vehicles and weapons would be e stablished.

4, "Copy Book",

a, Rehearsal of "Joss" Force for the invasion of the Island of Sicily
was designated by the code name of "Copy Book", The plan was to make "Copy
Book" as near like the actual operation as was possible. It was contemplated



to embark all troops 'nd equipment in the assault echelon; of t he force and to
utilize in the exercise, every landing craft that was to participate in the
actual operation. The value of a complete practice for such an operation was
clearly realized and every attempt was made to make "Copy Book" a perfect
rehearsal. After- !Copy Book" it was planned to have all c raft carrying vehicles
remain loaded, ready for the operation. This meant that the loading of "Dopy
Book"t was to be -the actual loading for the operation.

b. Unfortunately, however,it was impossible to carry out this plan due to
the fact that some organizations attached to the Division and designated to
participate in the assault had not yet arrived,'-that.'soe vehicles had not yet
arrived, that a considerable amount of supplies 'had not yot arrived, and that
approximately twenty-five Navy craft were either not oparational or had not'
yet reported. .;

c. Thus, t' a cc) tain extent, the loading for "Copy Book" was artificial
and, upon termination of the exercise, necessitated considerable unloading and
reloading of craft,

d. Another complicating factor -was that water-ppoofing material did not
arrive until three days before the actual loading coommenced. A detailed plan
for waterproofing and training for water-proofers had been worked out prior to
this time. However, due to the late arrival of watetr-proofing material, these
plans had to be abandoned. The actual water-proofing- had to be decentralized
to the units of the force who worked day and night to accomplish the job prior
to their "Copy Book" loading date. Due to this, the water-proofing for "Copy
Book" was not done in an entirely satisfactory manner and. after the exercise,
roquir.ed constant and' energetic checking of all vehicles loaded on craft to
insure that water-proofing met, the proper standards.

e. The conduct of the exercise "Copy Bo.k", from a G-4i standpint, was
relatively simple. It ,consisted of the complete unloading across the beach
of all LCT's which were loaded with the beach grouptanks, assault infantry
vehioles' and a portion, of; the artillery. It involved the unloading of all per-
sonnel not connected with vehicles and testing -he unloading of LSTts both by
the use of the Navy pontoon bridge and by shuttling with LCT!s. This was the
first opport"unity' for 'the; ."Joss" Force to test the feasibility of unloading
by pontoon bridge from LSTj Results were entirely satisfactory and vehicles,
tanks, and 'tractor drawn 155-nn Howitzers were unloaded^

F.,%..t^ .Due to 'the anmunt of supply and time involved it: was impracticable, to
rehearse' the loading of supply; however, ia order to test a' standardplan of
loading supplies and to hive training in unloading, three i 1C T' s wer. loaded
with. three days ' rations, gasoline and water for the entire ffQoce . The plan
of loading thesd' LCOT s was to load the supplies in three equal sections, ex-
tending from bow to the stern andech the. width of a 2-ton Truck. In each
of.these. sections one type of supply -was; to; bl. loaded. so that'all three would
he immediately available,' depending upon. th&' needs of thminoment. The. loading
enable4. three trucks to. unload simultaneously wi th'three separate types of
supply available. These three, LCTt -s were loaded bat-, due tothe time allowed
for "topy Book", the- opportunity to nload them on the betch was not presented.
The value of this plan-,.ra6,. however,, apply demonstrated.



SECTION III - SUPPLY
(Planning Phase)

1. Directives from Higher Hoad:udirtors.

a. Specific embarkation, supply and evacuation planning of task force
"Joss" for the "Husky" operation began with the receipt from higher head-
quarters of a directive; a supply plan, and a list of craft (See Planning
Tab A(2), Tabs C (1) and A (3) rpctivly,) These uocuments gave the
following important embarkation, supply and evacuation factors concerning
the assigned mission;

(1) Composition of a sub-task force consisting of the Third
Infoantry Division (Reinforced) with four battalions of engineers (combat)
as beach party; combat units in addition to the division, including an
armored combat team, armored artillery, field artillery, coast artillery;
and army supply troops, including two truck companies, an ordnance battalion
with all types of ordnance maintenance; quartermaster service and railhead
troops and supply depot troops for each service.

(2) Responsibility of supplying the Third Infantry Division (!e-
inforced) for a period of 30 days following D-day. .

(3) The operation contemplated a shore-to-shore movement.

(4) The craft available for transportation of the force and its
supplies were to be 40 LST's; 86 LCT's; 54 LCIs; LCVP (R) s for assault
battalions, two LSIts and one headquarters ship.

(5) The force would be landed on defended beaches irn the vicinity
of the Ports of Sciacca and liazzara del Vallo.

(6) The types of supply a-nd basis for figuring the amounts of
supply to be furnished the task force for its support.

(7) Phase requisitions had been computed and submitted by I Armored
Corps (Reinforced) on a basis of seven dayst supplies separately for the
assault phases, D plus 4 phase, D plus 8 phase, etc,

2- Planning Bo ard

a. In'order to transform ideas, and methods created during general
training into concerted action designed to accomplish the mission, a Planning
Board was established separate from the division general and special staff
offices. The board included in its personnel ,the G-4, the assistant G-4 and
the heads of the division supply staff together with other specialists such:
as the division ammunition officer. - ,

b. At various times during the planning period the board called on
*other members of the division services for assistance in finding the solution
,to specific technical problems. -'.; ' . .

3, Estimate of the Situation, '. . .

a. Under direction of the G-4, : t'he .''py mEmbers of the planning board
began immediately upon an estimate o'f t'he ' sutin which included consider-
ation oft 

.

(l) Mission,



( . Te grain, .

. (.3)'. Shipping available.

'(4) supply. requirem.ents of[ the. forces -

(5) The capabilities -of the supply troops furnished the force.

(6) Facilities available for ernbarkatione

(7) Duties and responsibilities of higher headquV^ers and Service
of Supply, North African Theater. of Operations. . ... .

4, Problems, to be. So]e.L

a. -after. careful consideration of the matters involved in the estimate
of the situation the following problems were presented for solution:

(1) General ideas and methods proven in general training had to be
rediced to operational directiveso

(2) The miscellaneous disconnected supply troops had to be organized
under single authority prior to the operation and indoctrinated with their
duties and responsibilities.

(3) The normal channels of supply must not be disturbed save for
exceptional circumstances*

(4) Special equipment noeded for the operation must be determined
and 'immediately procured*. : .. -

,. .. ' (5) Material and equipment must be ,especially prepared for the
.specific operation. . . X

(6) Transport'quartermasters must be provided for each craft other
than LCVP (R) ' s.

(7)-. The types and quantities of supplies to be taken in the assault,
first and subsequent followups had to be computed and procured, based on the
actual units, vehicles. arid wCapons scheduled to participate in the operation
instead of based on an estimante of the composition of the force represented
by the phase requisitions ,made by higher, headquarters.

(8) Procedures, for the embarkation must be established.

5, Solutions. .. ... .*

a, The .approved solutions to most. of the, ,problems :presented wpre emibodied
in instructions prepared and publisheod, to the: command'beginning May 27,; 1943
and entitled "Embarkation, Supply and hvacuation.Plano". This, series of dir-
ectiV'es included the following; . . o,: ...

.(1) ectiown - General Principles and ,Organization,:
"*" ' <'- * .(S~- -. . i.." ,'..' ' :;. ; Ta-. . ..-- "-' „''.' ;

f,,or .a . ;. .(a) .Early in the- planning phase it was clearly recognized that
for .a tfo,,e the size of .Joss (three timsq, the,,normal s'trength of t.he ,division
with a'ppro'imateLy. 50, separate attached.ni.ts), a ispecial organization, other
than the division service troops, would be necessary for supply, evacuation
and embarkation. This fact was emphasized by the directive that the force
would be prepared to sustain itself on Sicily for 21 to 30 days. It was obvious



also that the 'formation of this special organization :could not wait .until the
actucl landing but that.it must be formed if .possible o. r to the concentra-
tion of the force in the~ staging area. . -. - . .

(b) .~ccordingly, the concept of supply control through "near
shore"1 , far shore" ..nd '.beach seotort' was crystallised and' aL scheme of
special organization was drawn up to provide this control (see paragraph 2
of Section I,, and ,nnexes NQ, ,1 and 2,) It was necessary to form three new
agencies to carry .order to -span the gap-between Services of.Supply on the:
friendly .shore. and the -eoonsuming troops on the -.hostile shore, ..nd to c6ntrol
emb-,rkation and shipping.. Keeping in.mind th, basic principle that-normal'
procedures and channels of operation should be retained wherever possible,
the formation of the following agencies was evolved:

(.). Force Depot ; . :

.; ..... *. i , , (2) I ear Shore. Control, .

* .*. ,(,). Beach G.roup. ( hJ.organized to fit ,Joss plan)"'-

(c)L Fo rce Depot.. .

... .*. * '(i) Comp:osit 'ion

This installation consisted of all the quartermaster,
ordnance, chemical, medical and signal supply troops attached to the division
other than The Beach Group. It was controlled by a small provisional head-
quarters conmmanded by a Colonel, Gquartermaster Corps especially procured for
this purpose* His principal assistant and executive was a Major, Assistant
G-~4, ho headed a .staff consisting of a. specially sJlected off1icer from each
of the division servi es.

(2)j. P se:

l lh Thqmission of the depot was to furnish to the Joss
force, all thos,~ seryice.s and evacuetioni normally ..supplied to a division in the
field by anirmy.headruarters. The depot was set up to operhate on the Near
Shore exactly as it would be on the Far Shore of Sicily' It was capable of
establishing truckheads and. railheads anywhere on the island of Sicily and was
chargted with maintaining these installations at all times within 15 miles of
the division rear boundarxy. Thus we have the unique but highly satisfactory
arrang.ement, of. having the command of -;a- higher echelon of supply: and 'evacuation
direcnLy vvessted in the unit being supplied. The difficulty of. this arrage-
ment was that the Force Depot performed functions which would normally have
been per-forme'd- by an Arrmy,i and the burden of organizing and operating the
supply and evacuation services for Joss force imposed a hardship on the division
during the tire it was actively, engaged in it own planning And intensive
training," . , , ., -, . - . , ; .,: .*., , .

. . ) (d) earSoeConre^ 1.

' (l ) i .. ' . ' .. ' -

' ", -.. " - NelarShor:e Control was a 'provisional headquarters com-
manded by a Colonel especially procured for the purposes, This offic(er was
also the commanding. officer of all troops in the follow-up echelons, Near
Shore Control included the "division `Embarkation officer and division transport
quartermaster (TQi),,: both from the G-4 section. It was also the headquarters
for all subordinate TQ 's,

(.2) Pntlr

This installation was created to plan, control and sup-
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ervlse '.the q3ibarkation of all organiztions,' and to load all supply ships.
It worked in close harmony with the corresponding organization of the Navy
and with the 1st 1 mbarlkation Group 0of iBS, which was charged, by higher head-

' quarters' with the responsibility of the -supply and emb'arkation of Joss force,
-.' ' ..i ' :

.... , - -- : ': '(.1) C_~osition:

w.~~ ^ .; ^This installation consisted off a regiment of tpngineers
(the 36th), especially organized a's a division Shore party, with, one battalion
of the '540th.Engineers (Port) and- certain medicl' land supply troops, attached.

r . -. .

" '*'* (t2) ! ; ·

Its purpose was to organizez Beaches i-ted, Yellw and
'Blue so as to facilitate the landing of the forbde to unload. supplies ,and
establish dtumps., and,,upon capture-of the Port of Licata, to repair and
operate this port ; -' .

(f).' The organization of the Third Division and .attached crotbat
and supply troops was :established (See' paragraph 3 rn d annex No, 4. to Tab: C
(3)) It will be noted that the cha-nnels of supply and the supply- troops.
concerned were. organized and functioning, un a rrival in the concentrati en
area plrior to embarkation,, exactly as they were to be organie and nd were. to -
function on the hostile. shore. during the operation. -

.(2) Section II - Supply and Lvacuatibn (Tab C () ),

; (a) This section established quantity and method of.issue and
supply;' and the method ,of evacu.tion prior to embarkation and during the
operation.

r '_ . "'[(b) In Annex No. 1, entitled "Transportation and Loading of
Supply, '" the, standard. loading of supply LCT t s cnd LST's invented by the
planning board was adopted.

; " *" '*(' c) The tonnages of supply in the assault lift, including the
amount i to be. loaded, in otherwise empty trucks, was set forth, (See Paragraph
3,Annex No-',., , - . -

(:3) Se ction II. -:General Instructions for the Preparation of Material
and Eru pment, for Lmbarkation. (Tab C (2)). ' '

(a) This section deals with tables for embarkatiQn; identi-
fication and marking of. material; preparation for craft loading, including
maintenance and water-proofing .and the procurement of special equipment.

' " (b) Inciosure .No, 10 to this section" etablished the .items
and amount of clothing and individual equipment to be 'carried by the indi-
vidual soldier in the force, This instruction resulted from the planning
boardts desire to lighten the, barden of£ the' individual soldier in his dash
adross, the. "beach and, to -enable .every' rganization with 'slight assistance
(19 ,a'dditibnal. 2j-ton trucks -to .each infantry regiment) to transport ,a41 of
its 'euipeont .nd baggage in its orgaic Vehicles, The .chief fea-'ture of :the
allow.rnces. established are the Squavd" Ba"(l per 4'men-see column 4;'Inc
No. 10) '-and the 'leepi1ng g !.No. 10) and. thue sleeping bag or bddling.ro11 (see column 3, In cl. No, ..10)

(L) Section IV - Instructions for transport ·quartermasters (See Tab
c (V)),o

'(5) Section V- Instructions for loading persornnel on craft (See
Tab C (2)),



Ib As ssoon as the assignment of units, vehicles and weapons was made

to the assault,' first 'and subs-equent .followps and the composition of the
force became establisheds it was revealed that th&e estihiiatei used by higher
headquarters upon which to compute suppli-ea was far less than the actual
composition of the- forces, Therefore, it was apparent that the planning
board' had to make its ownm computatipons and riequisitions for supply in order
that sufficient quantity and type would be assuredo' '

(1) Using the supply plan furnished by higher headquarters as a
basis of computation, quantities of all supplies were computede Requisitions
were not prepared but rather loading diagrams were prepared for .the supply
craft planned to be loaded, These diagrams.showed, by supply'service, the

type, amount of supply required, and the manner of'its 'stowageo. -

(2) ':The' loading diagrams for supply in the assault were presented
to the Eastern Base Section (lst Embarkation Group) who were responsible for.
the loading and procurement of supply for these convoys , .. ..

(3) The loading diagrams,, showing supply requirements for the D

plus 4, D plus 8 and D plus 14 supply convoys were furnished to the Services..
of Supply, North lAfrican Theater of Operations, who were responsible for the
loading and procurement of supply for these later convoys.

(4) In addition; due to the shortness of time and the' immensity of

the supply task irnvolved, the-increased ammunition requirements were sent by
radio to I Armored Corps (Heinforced) and.,to the Services of Supply.

c. The tactical emphasis on artillery, whereby the maximum number of
artillery units, vehicles and weapons were included in the assault and were
intended to be used to' the maximum in the operation, called for an examination
of the unit of fire upon which all ammunition supply was based* This unit of
fire was that established by the War Department and was included in the supply
plan from higher: headquarters to be used as a basis of ammunition computation,
However, the division ammunition officer, during the-battle of Tunisia, pro-
cured from th I;I Corps. ammunition officer a list of the amount expended by
the II Corps as ani'average'day of.fire On. comparison, in certain items, the
War b.epartmenc unit. of fire was considered .inadequate, In view of the pro-
jected use of artillery it.was believed'that the II Corps day' of fire more
nearly represented what would be the actual rate of expenditure in this oper-
ation, Therefore a revised unit of fire was.created, based on the II Corps
experience and- the tactical situation foreseen. Lists of; ammunition: for the.
operation wbre prepared and sent to higher headquarters requesting that am-
munition- b' furnished on this new basis. Even though time was short, by
extreme' effort higher headquarters and the Services. of Supply were able'-to
obtain the increased quantities, of ammunition..' The advisability of this.,
increase was later proved in the operation where the 'amount of 'amunition-,
used exceeded the rate of' exenditure established by the 1Wat Department
unit of fire, At no time was the use of artillery or other weapons curtailed
by the lack of ammunition .

6 Chane 'in ,Mission . .,

a, In the midst of the planning phase instructions were received from
higher headquarters that the mission of the division had been changed so that
the landing was -to be' ir -'th'i ̂vicinity of-the Port of Licata instead of the
ortcs of Sciacca and 1Mazzara del Vallo,

,,, " (i) :-A study of the new tOerr.in,r including 'ea;hesl'and ports) dis-
coed lno' reason to change the supply planning Which had preced'ed' the announce-
meni of 'the new -destination because from the suiply 'standpoint' the ,two: destin-
ations were similar.' ' " ;



b. Shortly prior to embarkation, I Armored Corps (Heinforced) informed
the division that its supply responsibility would not extend beyond D plus 14,
at which time higher headquarters would take over supply. It was also indicated
that it was probable that supply responsibility would be assumed by higher
headquarters at an even earlier date,

(1) The only alteration in the. plans caused by this change was that
supply requirements had only to be computed for the assault, D plus 4, D plus
8, and D plus 140

7. Administrative Order.

a, The final phase of the work of the supply members of the planning board
was devoted to the careful preparation of Administrative Order 'o. .l to accompany
Field Order No. 5 (Operation Husky). (Tab· C (3), .

(1). Special care was taken in the preparation of the overlay to this
administrative order so that location of dumps would be accurately determined
and coordinated since it was necessary that every regimental, battalion and
company commander have a clear understanding of where the supply installations
were located.

(2) The only available maps were over 60 years old. To eliminate
any possibility of error the overlay of the administrative order for the
operation showing roads and installations was. laboriously prepared from very
recent air photographs,



SECTION III - SUPPLY
(Operations P 'hai)

1. General.

G-4 operations involving equipping, loading, embarkation, supply and
evacuation will be considered under four headings according to the four
groups which controlled and operated the force supply services during the
operation: Force Depot, Near Shore Control, Beach Group and Division Supply
Services,

2 Force Dpot

a. Concentration Area:

In the concentration area the Force Depot was located in an area
between Ferryville and .iateur, south of Bizerte, It was based for supply
on the Eastern Base Section of SOS, It was set up and in operation prior to
the arrival of the first combat troops. The first mission of the Force Depot,
excepting daily supply and maintenance, was the equipping-of the division and
attached units. One hundred per cent equipping was not attained due to the
scarcity of many items in EBS. It is estimated, however, that upon embarkation
all units were more than 95 per cent equipped and had all of their major items.
In addition to T/BA equipment, a considerable number of specially authorized
items were obtained and issued.

b. Operation on Far Shore:

The Force Depot continued operation in Africa until after the depart-
ure ,of the Assault Echelon of the Force and up until two days prior to the
embarkation of the first follow-up which includ-ed a balanced operating portion
of the Force Depot. This contingent landed on D ; 3 and D + 4 days, took
over central dumps and warehouses already established by the Beach Group just
north and west of Licata, reconnoitered for other installations and began
operation on D + 5 day. This iarked the end of direct supply of troops by the
Beach Group and resum-ption 'of normal supply of the force. The depot estab-
lished railhead supply for all troops vwest of Licata and continued the oper-
ation of a daily train and advance railhead at Campobello which had been
initiated on D v 4 day by the division quartermaster and division ammunition
officer. The 10th Field Hospital nd' 11th Evacuation Hospital were landed
and placed in operation east of Licata under the control of the Force Depot.
These installations received casualties from the 3rd and 56th Medical
Battalions, held and treated seriously wounded men, and evacuated hundreds
of others by LST to Africa. During its period of operation the depot
supplied, in addition to the Joss force, a regimental combat team of the 9th
Infantry Division, major elements of the 82nd Airborne Division and the entire
2nd Armored Division. Thus, for a short period the reinforced 3rd Infantry
Division supplied more than 60,000 troops.

c. Dissolution 'of Force Depot:
, 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~. . 8

The ,life of the Force'Depot overseas vSas short, however, At midnight
July 19, pursuant to instructions fro6 i 7th Army, all attached supply, medical
and ordnance troops were dotach-iod'f ronr the division and attached to the newly-
created Special Engineer Brigade. This occurred nine days after the landing
and just as the rapid push of the division from Agrigento to Palermo began.
Some of the units fornerly operating under control of Force Depot, including
ammunition and truck units, were removed entirely' from the division area and
were no longer available to perform the necessary supply and transportation
functions. The Special Engineer Brigade, suddenly and unexpectedly thrust
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into the picture while the combat operation was in full swing, was unable
to coordinate the remaining units so as to fill the gap left vacant by the
dissolution of Force Depot. As a result, the entire burden of supply was

placed squarely on the division, which did not have sufficient organic trans-
portation to maintain its own supply over the long distances which prevailed.

3. Near Shore Control.

a. Difficulty in obtaining personnel delayed the organization of Near

Shore Control, and its establishment was not complete until just prior to
"Copybook." While it worked well during embarkation for the assault, its
value was most apparent during loading of the followups, when the regulat

division staff was on the far shore.

b. Good communication existed between Near Shore Control at Bizerte and

division headquarters in Sicily, Changes in priority of loading, notification

of sailing, and requests for supplies and replacements were handled quickly.

c. The last of Joss force's troops and equipment were loaded and sailed

July 21. Besides embarking the division and its attachments, Near Shore Con-

trol loaded the Tabor of Mioroccan Goumiers and 14 LST loads of the 7th AriLy per-

sonnel and equipment. Soven days' supply for the assault echelon was loaded
on five LST's and seven LCT's. These craft accompanied the assault and were
unloaded on D + 3 without loss.

4. Beach Group

a. Beach group engineers landed before daylight with the combat troops.
Shortly after daylight Beaches Yellow and Blue were organized and prepared
to unload any type of craft, including LST's, which could not be beached and
had to be unloaded by a 300-foot pontoon bridge.

b. By noon D-day, supplies were being unloaded on Beaches Yellow and

Blue ahd water tanks established on the beaches had been filled from LST's.
Enemy aircraft made several strafing and low-level bombing attacks on the
beaches during the day.

c. Red beach was a poor one for unloading supplies. The surf mas rough,
there were no suitable exits in the cliff behind the beach, and the terrain
inland for a mile or more was rough and sandy and roadless. While some

supplies were unloaded on this beach, it was abandoned for unloading and after

D-day all cfaft were directed to the port of Licata or to Yellow and Blue

beaches.

d. 2nd Bn, 540th Engineers arrived in Licata about noon of D-y-day and

by 1500 had unloaded five LCI's containing troops of CC "A". That night

they began unloading LST'S. All LST's containing supplies, except one, were

unloaded at this port. The battalion, working with the Naval Advance De-

tachment, policed and repaired the port and put it in operating condition .

e. In three days the Beach Group had landed 188 craft, and had unloaded

and placed in beach supply dumps about 7000 tons of supplies of all classes.

Beaches Yellow and Blue were later improved by construction of hards, and
the'port was prepared to handle six LST's simultaneously. On one occasion,
14 LST's:were unloaded in five hours

f. On D.- 7 the advance detachment of the Beach Group entered Port Em-
pedocle with the combat troops and within 24 hours had the port in operating
condition. This shortened the supply base of the division nearly 40 miles.
Both the ports of Licata and Empedocle continued to unload supplies and
troops throughout the Sicilian campaign0
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'5 Functionirg of NTormal Di.vision S9Lp 1 ancies

' a Concenn i r,' :.i. , "Supvis:-on! a, nd g'ui-.,an.ce of Force Depot services

occupied the ch:l' o. ' ̂ d v.isio.rI suLpply s c vi ce wherna the fore. cor-cen tra.tion

began., .. After twJo o::e ti::'e: weeks': operation the n;eid for supervisionr dis-
appea'red, a:.d :s;tam:if osff;Jers wv e able to devotle thnemse:l.ves to equipping the
diiioo, ai -ttii c-heJ t'l'oonps, Each new orgsai.za;ion was. required to hold a
showdown xin; c)).oo. an.a - ;;o .sequis ..'ii .L. imme.diately for short:ages Special

equipment not L'..:i;;,A6^od ,in '^}i:'/. J u .n eC.ssary for the operation posed the

greatest prob! lm. h"r d .slqarlte. could seldom furnish information as

to what items v,-r:;!.c 3av'lile ;.n c, .ater. d t he "ficulty of .obtain-
ing special apF:ovals :!. .r-ce 3" SCS .nd i.ss-es f rom EBS consu.me1d a

prohibitive timneo TIrC! the, "iL: v:.i. sta..,i ir.. it woulld have be en more
satisfactory to havec ae bIoard dclci.- u-pon eci.al erlu;?opmrent well in- advance
of the operation. get the .is pil,;l.:-id a. an autho;..i.sai. on fr om .higher

headquarters, and t-hen adh. e to this list,, This3 metiod has the adv antage
of giving supply services adequate notice as to what1e non-T/BA. equuipmlent is
desired.

b. Operation on Far S'.ore

(1) Licata to Ai.ipento The division special staff officers
from supply ser;vics dis;mlbarked with G-4., landing on Yellow beach at ].200
D-day, The special staff began to inspect quantity and type of supplies
unlloaded up to that time, while G-4 officers visited the beaches where un-
loading was going on to ascertain the supply sitUation~, It was found that
the. status of all classes of supply was satisfactory except Class V. To
speed unloading of amni. tion and organize a dump the division ammunition
officer took over control of the ordnance .amn:unitiior company assigned to the

Bcach Group; This resulted in some conflict of authority, but solved the
problem D Division's organic services were also forced to organize forward
dumps before the arrivl of Frc Dpo because of the d of the adnce.
On D v 3 a Class . I.1II and V rail..head dump was established at Campobello.
Opening of the port of Er.pedoec.e and establiis.ment of a:dump there by the
Beach Group relieved the division of this responsibility with respect to units

which were at Agrigento preparing to move on' Palermo. ..



SECTION IV - PERSONNEL

(Training Phase)

1. Replacement Situation.

a. Immediately following the Kasserine Pass battle in Tunis-
ia the third week in February, the 3rd Infantry Division (minus 30th
Infantry, attached to VI Corps) was called upon to furnish 3000 re-
placements, of which 2600 were infantry and 400 were artillery
troops, to bring front-line units up to strength. In addition, 140
infantry and 20 artillery officers were furnished. Prior to depar-
ture from Bizerte, there were certain other losses, such as transfer
of hospitalized officers and enlisted men each time the division
moved. iTo offset these losses, the following replacements were re-
ceived:

NUMBER DATE SOURC E

Officers EM

108 1501 Feb 1943 2nd Replacement Depot
0 200 March 1943 1st Replacement Depot

21 1966 April 1943 2nd Replacement Depot
0 201 April 1943 2nd Replacement Depot

21 1264 June 1943 34th Division
4 0 June 1943 1st Replacement Depot

50 590 July-Aug 1943 7th Replacement Depot

204. 57 22

b'. hilue the 3000 men lost in February represented Only one-
fifth of the division's total strengthb, the ranks of-the'7th and 15th
Infantry regimeints were cut virtually in half, and many of the offi-
cers; and men they lost .held'key positions. T'o complete the picture,
a study of the 1966 enlisted .replacements received the 'first part of
April showed that 85 per cent had received only :& bare- 3 weeks'
basic' trainings prescribed for all enlisted men, and that out of 1416
men-who had fired the rifle for record, only S908 had qualified.

c. F.romi the training standpoint, this meant that the divi-
sion was required to carry on a good deal of small unit and rudiment-
ary amphibious training at the same time' it was embarking on its pro-
gram of intensive specialized -traiining. The replacements Deceived
from the 34th Division in June, it is true, had had combat experience
but had to be fittted into' trained aamphibihus .teams in a short period.

d. The division. had made cpntinuou.os efforts 'to bring its:
strength up to, or above authorize.d :stXer;o fopr .-sorSe months '6fore
the operation, but experienced difficulty because replacerments:were
being held in reserve for possible duty on the Tunisian front.

2. Operational Strenth

As of D-day, the strength of the division was as follows:

/O Strenth Assined Strength
Officers 717 730
Warrant Officers 43 38
Enlisted Men 14,763 14,939



-SECTION IV,' PERSONNEL
(Planning Phase)

1* Graves Registration,

a. The division burial and graves registration plan is shown in Annex No.
5 to Section II, "Supply and Evacuation", of the supply and evacuation plan*
(See Tab C (2.)). The chief feature of the plan is provision for burial sections
organized'organically in each regiLent and battalion, , Mainly because of this
feature, 'the burial service continued to'function even when two platoons of the
48th QM Co (GR) were detached from. the division on D plus 5 and D plus 8 The
plan was discussed in detail at a meetin^ of all burial and graves registrartibn
officers of the division and .attached troops 1 June.'

2. Evacuation of Prisoners of War.

as The division plan for evacuation of prisoners of war is shown in Annex
No. 6-A to Section II, "Supply and Evacuation" (See Tab C())). The plan follow-
ed established procedures closely in that regiments were made responsible for
evacuation to division collecting points, and division was made responsible for
evacuation to beach or higher echelon enclosures.

'.:b. The Beach Group Commander, through his attached NP Company, was given
the task of receiving and guarding prisoners at points designated for initial
enclosures until these duties could be taken over by the 379th IIP Escort Guard
Company- and the 2641st PW Processing Detachment, which were to land later on
D-day;
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SECTION IV - PERSONNEL
(Operations Phase)

1, Burial and Graves Registration .

a. As of 31 July, the 3rd Infantry Division (Reinforced) had buried 149
American Army dead, of which only nine remaired unidentified, These nine
were charred bodies taken fram LST No, 158 July 12. It is not yet known which
dead were Army and which were Navy, but a check of the records of missing persons
is being made in an attempt to identify them. Identification of other dead was
expedited by several means other than identification discs, a new one being
that all troops printed their nares and serisl numbers on the inside of each
legging , .

b. The division operated for voo weeks over a distance of approximately
100 miles with all burials, both Allied and enemy, being concentrated in a
single cemetery at Licata with the exception of 36 Axis burials at Agrigento.

c. The total of 372 burials was divided as follows:

U. S, Armry 149
US S, Navy 18 .
British Army 1
British Navy 5
French Army 1
Italian Army 157
German Army 41 ;

Total 372

d. Prisoner of war labor exclusively was used for digging graves.

e.: The burial plan provided for a subsidiary cemetery behind each beach,
to' be 'used as collecting points and for burials if the operation didnt t t progress
fast enough to permit evacuation to .the main cemetery. However, no burials were
necessary in these subsidiary cemeteries,

2.. Evacuation of Prisoners of, lJar.

a. From D-day to D plus 8, the 3rd Infantry Division (Reinf) enclosures
registered 12,322 prisoners, of whom about 1200 were German.

b. During the Joss phase of the operation, or until the establishment of
an Army cage at Porto Empodocle, the escort guard company and processing de-
tachment functioned under division control. Because the guard company had been
formed recently and had received little indoctrination in handling prisoners,
the establishment and operation of the cage at Licata was not efficiently per-
formed.. Speedy corrective measures, such as tightening up on guard discipline,
stopping.fraternization with prisoners and insisting upon the greatest possible
degree of segregation, were taken by the G-1 and Provost Milarshal, so that after
two or three days the operation of the cage was satisfactory. The processing
detachment was also lacking in knowledge, and experience and required much
supervision in the execution of its duties. Better prior training of these
units would have reoved a heavy load of. responsibility from the G-1 and Provost
MarshalM

c. In practice, the plan for evacuation of prisoners from front-line units
to the division cage was virtually re-written as the operation progressed. There



was too great a time lag between the 'displacement of the. regimental CP s and
that of the'divisii6n colloct.ng points, since, information :of.the regiments
displacement had to be routed through CG-i .who ordered. the veent..f the
collecting points and notified the regiments of their new locations,. The plan
in operatiSon-'at the conclusion of the J. 'Qaja.. ,ign was as follows: The reg-
imehtal collecting poinLt wrass ei1 linated entireQly: - and battalions evaCU'ated'di-

ordtly to -the division Lcollecing points, which .iwero moved up close-behinEd
the .rdgimental CP½s,, oCne' IIP: officer an.d 25 mer wered assigned to each of the
three 'collecting poit;ts, This MP detail :wlked closely with. the regimental
staff al'though teci^t , ,Tal te Provost .Marshal retaa.ned ccntrolb A liaison
M1P 'NCO'' remained at thCe reg.men.aI.a. CPQ anid notified hi s detail every time the
CP' moved, By keeping thS co'l.ec ting poinlt close to the regimrnt the i.Pis
assumed the entire respolns.ibi..Lity' for,,prisoner guard. and evacuation to cages,
thus eliminating one of thea gro.eatest causes of straggling-. use of! infantry
soldiers for prisoner escort, b ecause after delivering prisoners to the
division cage, the average.infantryman is well worn aut and takes his time
about catching up to his uhito

d. By using captured transportation to evacuate prisoners, the MP t s
conserved manpower, time and energy .

3, 'Evacuation of Cas'ualti s.

a F. .FroM'D-day to D plus 8, the following known casualties were suffered
by the division and opposing forces (this includes only enemy dead and wounded
evacuated by the division):

Allied EnemD

Killed . 145 57
Wounded 395 (incl 10 Off) 455
Missing 130
Captured . 6 12,322

Totals 676 12,824

b. Detailed figures on division non-fatal casualtiesj including caset of
illness and injury, are found in the reports of the division surgeon and medical
installations attached to the'force.

c. There were no replacements planned for or received during the Joss
phase' of the operation (D-day to D plus 8) .
ph i.;'o th. 'jp·a,:.. .



SECTION V - SPECIAL

1. Administration

a. Training.

(1). There was no special administrative training,

b, Planning,

(1). Joss Force Administratibn Center was formed by attaching per-
sonnel sections of all attached units to the 3d Infantry'Division Administration
Center together with the .IRU, Finance Office, Staff Judge Advocate, Assistant
Division Surgeon, Special Service Office and the APO, a total of approximately
600 enlisted men and 70 officers. An Administrative Control Section to accom-
pany the advance CP was. formed from this group, comprising the Adjutant General,
an Assistant.Adjutant General, one warrant officer and six enlisted men.

(2) ' The plan of operation was for the Administrative Control Section
to accompany'the assault force and land on the beaches behind ;the assault troops
to obtai.n and record accurately all casualties ocur:ring during the initial
phase of the amphibious assault. This section would make a radio report on cas-
ualties by number only to Seventh Army at H plus 6 and daily thereafter. Casual-
ties by name and organizaltion were to be recorded arnd forwarded by the most ex-
peditious meais to the Admrinistration Center where routine Battle Casualty Re-
ports wvuld be accorplished as well as the procdssing of individual recordes:
This procedure vas to continue until such tine ds shipping priorities would
allow the Administration to be moved to Sicily, at which tine the personnel of

.the Administrative Control Section wold- revert to thdir hormal duties. In
"order' t6:,accSnplis.h this it -as necessary to make careful'plans in advance to
insure th-at necess ry informat.tion' could be'obtained laccurately and expeditiously

ithot 'brdening the cormbat elements ith pots. To. fit these 'needs" the
Tllion wi' was adopted ' :

... (a), ..Extract pages of the revised morning report were mimeographei
and futrn'ished t ' the First Sergeant of each company and battery of the force
with instructions to record thereon all changes occur'ring fr the period midnight
tob midnight and to subrit this report to the Administrative Control Sectit at
the Division CP not later than 0800 the follovwing imorning. The uhnit-'personrlnel
,clerks in the Administr ation, Center were instructed that upon receipt of these
oxtralcts they were to prepare thc regular company'report.,

.ia '(b). The Division Surgeon and ithe cbimmarding: Ofcii'Ce -of all med-
ical installations were asseribiedd 'and painnswere m.ad e whereby tvh"ey '4bul.'d :main-
tain complete blotters and admission reports on all casualties in their re-
spective m6didcal installations, and th-at this information would be furnished
daily to. the Administra tive Control Sbction'. '. '" ' -:

the unit.-Graves Registration Officers made arri angemenhts 'ry^ g: daily report
of burials would be fuurnisiod 'the, Adm:nistrat ivef C ontrol' ;Se .it .o,

c. Operat.ions.

(1). The Administrative Control Section emba:rked on LST 377 which was
the alternate command ship, carrying with them one 3/4-ton weapons carrier of
equipment only. This oeqipment included complete Machine Records rosters for
the purpose of recording casualties, a mimeograph machine, portable typewriters
and a small amount of stationery and office supplies,
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(2). On the morning of 10 July 1943 at approximately '1100, the
Assistant Adjutant General and two enlisted men were dispatched'by an'
LCV(P) to land at Green Beach, obtain information on casualties-and then
to proceed to Red Beach and obtain reports of casualties, with instructions
to return to Yellow Beach at such time as lateral communication was established
through the town of Licata,

: (3), At approximately 1600 the Adjutant General and the balance of
the Control Section departed from LST 377 by an LCV(P), landing on Yellow Beach
for the purpose of obtaining casualty information for that area -thence to
proceed to the Division CP and establish the section.,

(4). At approximately 1900 the detachment from Green and Red Beaches
returned to the CP located within the city limits of Licata,'where the casualty
reports were consolidated and radio report made to Headquarters Seventh Army
aboard the USS Monrovia.

(5). The following morning all units, with very few exceptions, had de-
livered their morning report extracts to the Control Section. Also the medical
installations had submitted their reports through the Division Surgeon and were
received by the Control Section prior to noon. The information received fromthe morning reports and medical reports was recorded on the Machine Records
rosters and the radio casualty report was dispatched by 1800.

(6). The morning report extracts and the medical Admission and Dis-
position sheets were taken to the Port of Licata and arrangements were made with
the Nvaval Officer in charge to dispatch them to the Administration Center by a
returning LST.

(7). On the morning of 12 July 1943 the Graves Regi:stration Officer
made his'first burial report and together with the morn'ig report exctracts
and Admitssion and Disposition sheets the same procedure was folltowd' as for
the precgding day. This same procedure was followed daily until the 'Adrnn-
istration Center was established in the city schoolhouse as Casteldiaccia,
Sicily, on 28 July 1943.

(8). Summary. With the cooperation of the :irst Sergeants and unit
commanders, commanding officers -of the medical installations and the Division
Graves Registration Officer, the Administrative Control was able' to record
accurately and completely the casualties for the entire operation as they
occurred and was able to keep higher headquarters informed daily d' the entire
loss through casualties for the Joss operation. Only eleven (11) cases remain
unienitified; these casualties were burned beyond recognition by a direct bomb
hit on LST 158, 11 July 1943.

2. Signal.

a. Training *

(1). Signal Communication training for the 3rd Division was conducted
at the Fifth Army Invasion Training Center for each Combat Team separa tely,
under Division control,, using the special facilities available at the Invasion
Training Center. The Corimiunication training of the Division was seriously
curtailed at the Training Center due to inability to obtain radio equipment in
sufficient quantities to fully equip all units as desired. Training was inter-
rupted by the movement of the Division from the Invasion Training Center to
the Bizerte Area just prior to the end of the Tunisian Campaign, but was rew
sumed in the Jelmapes Area and continued in the Bizerte Area until the Division
was embarked for Operation "Husky"t

(2). Special training was conducted for all staff and field Officers
in voice radio procedc-re, including link sign procedure. initially by utilizing
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a conference connection on the telephone System and later in actual radio net
operation. Two Amphibious Comrlunication Exercises were carried out, one in the
Jemmapes Area and one in the Bizerte Area just prior to Exercise "Copybook".
Both were modeled as closely as terrain conditions would permit on the actual
plan for Operation "Husky". This gave all conmmunication personnel in the Force
an opportunity to become thoroughly familiar with the specific tasks required
of them.

(3). During the training period'an old system of communication, namely
the foot relay of messages, was revived and found to be of practical value.
Teo system as used in this Division was to station two (2) men every one-half
(2) mile along wire lines forward of Regimental Command Posts to physically
relay messages, to be used as guides for Staff Officers and- to assist in the.
maintenance of wire circuits. It is necessary to provide the personnel for
this means of Commrunication from sources other than the Communication Sections.

(4). For, Exercise "Copybook": Late arrival and installation of Navy.
and Arrry radio equipment for headquarters ship caused considerable difficulty
in providing radio conmmunications to the various headquarters .. afloat, during
the ship to shore movement and during the initial phase ashore.

(5). After daybreak on the day of the exercise considerable information
was furnished the Division Co:.;ander by two (2) Artillery Liaison planes
equipped with SCR-609. A t'E st was conducted' on one of the Artillery Liaison
plans by equipping the plane with a loud speaker in an attempt to provide
direct one-way voice communication between the plane and the Division Head-
quarters Ship. The test did not produce as satisfactory results as hoped for
due to the high noise level existing on the Headquarters Ship. However it is
felt that there is a practical use for such ccmmunication in ground areas
where'the noise level is relatively low,

(6). On Exercise "Copybook" due to non-availability of the SCR-511
it was necessary to equip six (6) of the Infantry Battalions with the SCR-609.
This substitution of equipment wars found to be unsatisfactory because of the
weight and size of't theo SCR-609.

b, Planning.

(1)¥. A'mple time was provided during the planning phase to provide for
the preparation of Signl .Annex j:5 -to Field Order /f5 and the Signal Operation
Instructions copies of which are appended hereto - Tab % (6) and E(i') resectively.

, . ' *,. - .. h

(2) ' In addition. to -theu-usual m.ears of. cor.iur.ic:ato in inthe Division
the Signal plan providdd for the us'e of the relay mossen,>er system mentioned: '
above, the attachment of a Signhal Construction Company for the repair and main-
tenance of 'existing wi're ftacilities cnd for the use of a series of special'radio
nets to provide all Coizmmanders from the Division Commander to the Infan'try.
Company Cormmnder with radio control of their respective units. For this, reason
of brevity and clarity these' radio nets are presented in diagramatic frm','
appended hereto. It is to be noted also that parallel racdio nets teprovided
from Division down to Infantry Battalions, 1 .(See Ta.b E (2 )),

(3) WaPterproofing mlaterial- for corm.un.rication eqc iprment wavs set up by
higher headqualters dulitn the p.Latin pLae. -, Timhis aspect of' Amphibious Oper-
ation must receive much more care. fu-,. atten-i:l tiono from the Signal Corps supply
agencies since it is an absolutely vi-tal element of the Cormaunicatiom Plan.

c. Operations.

(1). The discussion of the Operation is divided into the following two
phases: (1) seizure of the Initial Beach head and (2) the advance inland, On

'D" day the first radio contacts were made at 0400 with the following stations:
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Force #343 afloat, Staff Officer #3 on Blue Beach in the Division Commanderrs
Net, and CC "A" afloat in the Division AM Command Net, Staff Officer #1 on
Red Beach was contacted at 0410 and Staff Officer #2 on Yellow Beach was con-
tacted at 0425, both stations working in the Division Commanderrs Net. Staff,
Officer #4 in the same not on Green Beach vas not contacted until O800. The
other sets in the Division Commanderfs Net were not landed until after H plus 6
hours and the la.t; contact was made in this not at 1100. Following the contact
with CC "A" noted above the remaining stations in, the Division ANMCommand Net
Were contacted, the 7th Infantry station being the last station to come into the
net at 1100. The SCR-608 on the Headquarters Ship was used to contact the
Artillery Liaison Planes which were flown from a special flight deck on a LST
and to contact the Regimental Commanders by voice by entering the Regimental FM
Command Nets. Radio contact with Joss Rear at Bizerte was made at 0800. The
dAM Net from the Headquarters Ship to Engineer Shore Battalions was never operatic

Wire Communication was established with the Regiments as follows: 30th Infantry
1230, 15th Infantry 1400 and 7th Infantry 1700.

(2). During the first wieek of the advance inland radio and wire comm-
unication were maintained to the Combat Teams and Division Artillery at about
fifty per-cent (507) efficiency. The two principal difficulties encountered
in radio communication were the blanking out of sixgnals caused apparently by
the ruggedness of the terrain and interference,'particularly at night, due to
the number of stations operating in the frequency range of our sets. Some of
the interference was definitely planned enemy radio jammling while some of it
was undoubtedly due solely to overcrowding of the radio spectrum. The principal
difficulty in the establisthment of wire comrmunication during 'the first week of
the advance inland was the time required to repair existing open wire circuits.
In most cases it was found necessary to use open wire rather than field wire
due to the distances over which the Division operated. Further difficulty
with wire communication ;r-as caused by the relief from the Force of the attached
Signal Construction Company almost immediately upon its debarkation.

(3). During the second week of the advance inland radio communication
suffered from the same difficulties encountered during the first week and wire
'communication was practically non-existent due largely to the sped of movement
of the Division. In any future operation of comparable speed it is felt that
complete reliance 'for rapid communication must be placed on radio so that the
effort and materiel of the wire teamss may be conserved so as to be available
to the division when the situationi causes the units to advance more slowly.

(4). The results obtained from.the use of the radio nets, discussed
in the Section on Plannig, durirng the operation positively indicate the desir-
ability of changing the Tables of Basic Allowances for the Infantry Division so
as to provide the necessary equipment for the establishrment of the radio nets
shown on the attached diagram. It is felt that the following modifications
of existing equipment -ould improve the radio plan used during this Operation:
(1) the manufacture of three additional crystals for the SCR-511 in order to
provide a separate channel for each of the nine Infantry Battalions of the'
Division and (2) the issue of all.twelve crystals ind coils for the SCR-536' '
so as to provide a separate channel for each Company of the Infantry Regslnent.

(5), In any future operation the whole Division Sinmal Company should
be loaded on the "D' DaT Convoay since it is'found, as a result of this operation,
that the services of the entire Company are required cormencing "D" day. In
any operation similar to this one where existing wire circuits will be found,
even though damaged, it is essential that a Sinnal Construction Company bo
attached to the Force to be loaded on the "B"' Day Convoy and to remain with the
Force throughout the Operationo The installation of the initial communication
system is greatly facilitated in a shore to shore movement due to the ability to
land rapidly vital corfmmunication equipment and transportaticn.

(6). Signal Supply functioned very well throuIhout all phases of the



operation with the exception of a complete failure to.providc adequate material
for the waterproofing of communication equipment. In spite of this failure
very little equipment was lost due to salt, water damage because of te- ingenuity
displayed by the units of the Division in providing their own-waterproofing
material, It is essential that development of some type of waterproof bag,
capable of being easily and quickly put on and removed from the various, types
of communication equipment, be immediately undertaken and pushed rapidly to

completion in the United States where materials are readily.available, so, that
units engaged in Amphibious Operations will not be forced to' improvi'se~,water-
proofing equipment

3, Medical,

a. Training

(1). Training objective was the correction of deficiencies in the Med-
ical service'b'rought out by Operation Torch, which deficiencies were:

(a). Standard system of Medical Department reports and records of
casualties was too complicated, cumbersome and slow to meet requirements of com-
bat.

(b). Too much medical equipment was hand-carried ashore by
battalion medical sections and reinforcing collecting company personnel.

(c). Insufficient transportation accompanied battalion medical
sections ashore.

(d). Improper use of reinforcing collecting company personnel
with infantry battalion medical sections, viz; attempting to evacuate 2 - 3
miles to beach by hand and wheel litter carry instead of using collecting
personnel to care for pools of casualties left behind at aid station sites
until collecting company ambulances could be landed.

(2)o ^Training Subjects. Intensive training in the following sub-
jects was conducted during February, March and April.of 1943, and terminated in
a division landing problem at the Pont de Cheliff River in .April, 1943.

.(a). Medical Department Casualty Repcrts and Records during
combat - (See Planning Tab E (2)). During routine care of sick and injured and
in all field exercises and problems the regimental medical detachments and the
medical battalion clearing stations were required to keep records and reports
as summarized in this inclosure.

(b). Principles. of evacuation during amphibicus operations.

(c). Liaison between all medical elements of Army and Navy.

(d)+ The naval medical beach group: Organization, function and
means of shore to ship evacuation.

(e)o Reinforcing (collecting) platoon with infantry battalion
medical section: Organization, equipment and function*,

(f). The amphibious (beach group) medical battalion: Orgaization,
equipment and function.

(g). Participation by battalion medical sections, reinforced, in
following infantry problems:

(i). Battalion in attack (with overhead artillery support).



(2). Battalion in defense,

(3). Street fighting,

(_4) Landing in rubber boats.

(5,). Beach obstacles and demolitions.

(h). Participation in RCT landitng problems.

(3). Conduct of Trainin,. The above subjects were presented at the
ITC, Port aux Poules by' demonstrations, field exercises and problems in which
all medical units participating carried full amphibious equipment and in which
simulated casualties were processed. These exercises included naval medical
beach groups who evacuated simulated casualties to LST's by the use of amphib-
ious 2-1/2-ton trucks. Lectures and conferences wore held to a minimum and
realism was stressed, Detailed training schedules were prepared by the division
surgeon and the officer in charge of medical training at the ITC and were in-
corporated in the division training schedules. For details of organization and
amphibious miedical equipment see Planning Tab E.(.)*

(4). The one outbtanding lesson learned was the urgent need for con-
vincing the Navy that proper washing and sterili..zation of mess gear could be
carried out on all craft and must be carried out in order to prevent the incid-
ence and spread of diarrhoeal diseases during the voyage. Very explicit in-
structions on this matter were immediately put out by the naval surgeons to
all ship, and craft captains.

c. Planning

(1), M1dical plans for'the .spebific mission assigned'Joss Force began
May 21; 194-3 and resolved itself into. the three phases indicated below-s

(a). Employeit of i.edical Units of Division and Attached Combat
Tr~oop As outlined in Tab E (3,

(1). M .edical sections of the three assault battalions land-
ing initially on Beaches Red, Yellow and Blue were not reinforced by collecting
company personnel because conditions under which these battalions landed and
their mission made such reinforcement inadvisable.

(2). The medical section of the 2nd Battalion, 15th Infantry
which, landed'with the 3d Ranger Battalion on Beach Green reinforced by 1 officer
and 20 enlisted men to care for pools of casualties left in the hill features
northwest' ;f Licata,

(b). Order of Landing of Reinforcng edical Units and Follow-up
Elements of Medical Units Landed in the Assault Group. As indicated in Annex 3.

(c). Coordination with the Naval Medical Service in the following
points werEe effected:

, -" J (1) T Mess Sanitation aboard LCT's, LCIls and LST's,

(2)e Putting aboard each craft sufficient supply of the
following special drugs to insure that assault troops landed in state of maximum
health and efficiency:

Atabrine Motion Sickness Capsules
Quinine Sulphaguanadine



(i). Equipping of all LST's to be used in evacuation with
1 medical officer, 5 enlisted men (Medical Department) and sufficient litters,
blankets and splints for exchanee,

c. Operations,

(1) H-hour to H-plus 2. Battalion medical sections reinforced by
collection platoons landed behind their infantry battalions with amphibious
equipment hand carried ashore.

(2). H plus 2 to H plus 4. Attached collecting companies (less detach-
ments) landed

(3). H plus 10. Personnel of clearing companies and personnel of 10th
Field Hospital landed.

(4). By H plus 30 the vehicles of the two clearing companies began to
come off LSTs. These were scheduled to-land by H plus 8, but due to some
bombing of beaches by the enemy, insufficient beach space for unloading and
unsuitability of Beach Red for unloading, the clearing company vehicles and
equipment were 22 hours late, Vehicles of the 10th Field Hospital landed
on schedule and proceeded with personnel on foot to assembly area as planned.

(5). By H plus 34 all assault clearing stations and the 10th Field
Hospital were in operation.

(6). Total casualties for D-day; Slightly wounded - -- 26
Seriously wounded - - 24
KIA (approximnately) - 10

Total - - 60

(7). The casualty rate for D plus 2 was 0,5%. 113 wounded were evac-
uated by Navy to Africa and from this time on, evacuation by Navy was very
efficiently carried out.

(8) Medical Installations (D plus 2):

(a). 1st Clearing Platoon, Co "D", 3d Mod Bn moved to Campobello
in support of RCT - 15.

(b). Medical Battalion CP and 2nd Clearing Platoon remained near
Beach Red at De Gaffe.

(c). Clearing Station, 56th Med Bn and 10th Field Hospital at
Beach Yellow.

(d), Fallowing medical units, without any equipment or transpor-
tation, schedulecd to arrive D plus 4, arrived and were attached to the 10th
Field Hospital for rations and bivouac:

11th Evacuation Hospital (2 Off, 135 EM and 42 Nurses).
10th Field Hospital (18 Nurses),

(e). Santa aria Hosital. Licata was inspected and found to
be a small filThy hole which a few nuns were pitifully tryJng to operate. It
was of no use to us.

(f). With the help of iAMiGOT a dispensary for care of sick and
wounded civilians, operated by captured Italian medical officers, was set up
in the red Cross Building in Licata.

(g). Medical Installat.ions (D plus 3):



(1). 2nd Clearing Platoon, 3d lMcd Bn at Staz di Gaffe in
support of RCT-7.

(2), Ist Clearing Platoon, 3d Mod Bn was at Campobello, in
support of RCT-15, RCT-30 and CC t"A"

(h). The Surgeon, 7th Armyinspected medical installation of.Joss
Force accompanied by the Force Surgeon,

(i). Forty-ei-ht wounded and sick civilians being treated in our
medical installations were turned over to the Italian dispensary in the Red
Cross buildcing at Licata.

(j), D plus 4 to D plus 8 inclusive:

( 1), Aivance of Joss Force continued to the northwest with
very few casualties, Ari ento was captured and Porto Empedocle was occupied,
On July 18th the Division CP moved to the vicinity of tragona and combat
elements began concentrating in assembly areas for the big push to Palermo

(2)* iedical Installations. During these operations clear-
ing platoons under division control supported RCTs as follows:

RCT-15: 1st Clearing Platoon, 3d lied Bn.
RCT-7 : 2nd Clearing Platoon, 3d L;ed Bn.
RCT-30: 2nd Clearing Platoon, 56th MIed Bn,

Clearing platoons kept to within 4l10 miles behind their RCTs and moved forward
as necessary, reporting their location to their respective medical battalion
cormander who in turn reported then to the Force Surgeon. Casualties were
evacuated from clearing stations by the 56th Medical Battalion to the 10th Field
Hospital (non-transportables) and to the 11th Evacuation Hospital which opened
at 1200 July 15 in vicinity of Beach Yellow, after its equipment and trans-o
portation unloaded at Licata on July 14-15.

(_3)·. ir Evacuation. A holding station at Licata Airport
was established, using a clearing platoon of the 56th Medical Battalion, Seven-
teen patients were evacuated by air. Air evacuation was unsatisfactory since
very few transport planes were available and planes were not equipped with
litters for exchange.

(4). *iMedical units relieved from attachment to the 3d
Infantry Division and taken over by Army:

20th .MalaIrial Control Unit,
Veterinary Detachment (8580GG)
Co "B"i and 1 Plat, Co "D", 51st Med Bn (still

in Africa).
* . 1 Plat, CO "A", 36th Amb Bn (still in Africa)

11th Evacuation Hospital (Beach Yellow)
* . 128th Evacuation Hospital (still in Africa)

4, Ordnince .

a .Trining.

(1). Training was based on the principle of normal Ordnance operation
as far as consistent with the tactical plan of Amphibious Operation. Contact
Parties of ten to fifteen men and one officer from the 703d Ordnance Co (LIao
made contact and worked at Regimental and other unit areas, normally at the-
Service Company bivouacs. These Contact Parties were trained to supply, main-
tain, and evacuate Ordnance materiel of the units, Special emphasis was placed
on this form of training while the Division was at the Invasion Training Center.
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(2), tifter concentration of units in the Bizorte Area the training
was conducted as outlined in Planning Tab d (2) The 42nd Ordnance Battalion
(H&S) began assembling on D-35 and completed the concentration on D-20. Train-
ing was conducted in accordance with Ordnance Instructionsnoted in Planning
Tab 9S (3). Before joining the Force, several of the Ordnance Companies had
had combat experience in the Tunisian and Moroccan Campaigns. They were ex-
celleTt, well trained Companies, which were organized and further trained to
operate under the 42nd Ordnance Battalion (M&S) to supply and maintain the
Ordnance Materiel of the Force.

(3). The 64th Ordnance Company (rAmm) joined the.Force in the Concen-
tration area on D-33, They were trained in their phase of the operation by
the Engineer Beach Group, and further trained in the A.mphibious Ammunition
Supply problei of the Joss Force Operation by the Division Ammunition Office.
They were also trained in the amounts and types of Ammunition that was to be
used in the operation.

(4). Schools were held as follows:

(a). TWaterproofing: Invasion Training Center held waterproofing
schools for units in waterproofing of Ordnance materiel.

- ._1 ;- , *Due to necessity of getting waterproofing
accomplished for "Copybook", this school was cut short and only Ordnance per-
sonnel participated..

(b). Bomb Reconnaissance: Bomb Reconnaissance Officers' School
was held f i rlt irepresentative.s

(5). For "Copybook" only the assault group actively participated.
This consisted of Contact parties of one officer and fifteen enlisted men from
the 703rd Ordnance Company (I.I) with each Regiment of Infantry. .11 other
ordnance units participated indirectly insofar as maintenance and supply of'
ordnance materiel, and 1waterproofing of materiel wa.s concerned.

(6). Waaterproofing matbriel arrived at the teime loading started for
"Copybook"., Some units did not have sufficient time to waterproof their ord-
nance materiel properly, nor was the waterproofing materiel readily available.
Enorrmous amounts of rwaterproofin rmaterial, shrouds, flexib'le Ipse, tubing, etc
had to be manufactured as substitutes for materiel that SOS f'ailed to supply.
MIany faults were observed in the waterproofing done by units. Corrections were
made on deficiencies noted wihen materiel-was re-waterproofed and rechecked.
..11 materiel loaded in "Copybook" was either re-waterproofed, touched up, or
rechecked after exercise. This necessitated ordnance inspectors, going from
ship to ship to inspect, and in most cases actually do the waterproofin in
order to 'et it done properly and on time. Unit Commanders were responsible
for waterproofing their materiel. There ware some oases of extreme negligence
of some unit conmanders in getting their materiel properly waterproofed, and
then checked by ordnance inspectors.

(7). Due to lack of. time to publish memorandum and lay exact pl.ns
for waterproofing, most'of the information regarding same was handled verbally.
See Planning Tab E (4).- , Exact plans could have been made ha.d exact
information been available on times and amounts of arrival. of waterproofing
materiel, .

(8). Units of the assault waves for "Copybook" carried their organic
load of ammunition, The bulk supply of ammunition for the assault in the oper-
ation was not loaded or used to participate in "Copybook",

b,. Planning,

(1). List of Ordnance Units available for operation was furnished by



I Arnmred Corps (Reinf). After the Tactical plan was furnished, the Ordnance .
plan was drafted and published. as Annex #g to Section II, Supply and Evacuation,

o-iadqu-rters, 3d Infantry Division,(Reinf) dated 12 June 1943 (Tab C (2)) This
plan covered the organization of .Ordnancc' units and riaintonance and supply of
Ordnance material. Plan of raintenance r'as covered Lalo in ,ienorandun No. 58,
Ho-dquarters, 3d Infantry Division (Rcin?), dated 9 Juno 1943. Tab'E (5)).

(2). The Annlunition Supply plan be.an with tha planning phase on D-day
ninus 45. During? this phase requirempnts were estinLateo t.o fit the tactical
plan: changes in the t .ctical plan were closely follo ed and the Ar.linition
Plan chan-ed accordingly. The Anrunition Supply plan v ias finally fixed, ship
l-adcin7 list prepared for the ",:ssa.ult" and the first tro 't1ollow-upst ", Liaison
Vas established with the SOS Base Secticns in order -thtt. they. could load accord-
in, to the plan, This .-Ir.munition Supply plan was published in Inclosure #1 to
.Annex #4, to Sectiho II,, Supply and Ev-cuatijn'., Tab C(0,)).

(3). rn.runition requirements for the assault woce computed 6y usin,
the II Corps Tunisian Campaii n experience table of a day of fire.' Quantibies
per weapon were. corrected according to G-3fs estimate of the tactical situation.
Five days of fir.e weor cestimated, then this quantity; brokCn down by beaches
accordirn to the nu:ber of wceapons landin a.t ea'ch',oneo Loading lists were
prepared for each craf t ,

(4). Plans wore made for the 64th Ordnance .[Company (Ai.i) in regards
to their far shore nission and instructions issued accordinlly to all officers .
and NCO's of this ?rtanization.

(5). Be.innin: on D-dly, daily cottact was maintained with EBS to. keep -
the Division infjormd on availability of Arnntition. At the sane time the Divisioi
AIl.munition Office physically set up with the Division Planning Board and Near
Shore Control at Bizerte s3 that informatic¢n on troop and craft chans, 'coUld ,be ,*
irlnledi 'tely obtained, ,,.-

( c) Operati ns.

(1), .aintonance and supply was accon-plished accordinfg to Ordnance
Plan. By a- reenent rith TIBS, iajor itei:s \"f Ordnance materiel were supplied
on Status Reports of Units. ,.ppr-oxi:lately 50 of. shorrtajes were filled before
units left AfricaQ The ..3rd Infantry Divisi.)n was filled to T/BA on watches,
leaving binoculhrs .nrd trench knives as critical shortages. Status Report
sh:ws excess of sal.l woe apns, and excess of total nuberars of.vehicles in most
cases. .. . .

(2), Approxiatelty 5' to 10% of shall mnajor items were sent in the
assault to t available at .Beach Dunps for replacument. Thesa were loa-.de in
six truclks. ton of the 3rc Quartermaster Company and'three trucks 24 ton'-
Duklws, distributed to all beaches, 'Cleaning arnd preservin, materiel was also
loaded, in these vehicles to be''placed in Beach Ditps.

(3)' All1 unit conLanders :expressed' themselves a.s pLe.sed withle..... .nt · ,tens: :~Lan, clean'it?:, ', ., ;i,placemnent' items plan, cleaning .and preservin ,r.aterial, and. i'pln'for iile:liate ...t
backing of ordnance contact a.pities. ' ', ' ' '' ', :-'-,,

;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~z~~~~~~~~~ ,.

(4),' 'The loadinr ph.se .iof ;,junition proceed'd a-ccordin' 'to 'p a.nd~the~u~ on proaeed a4o
was accomplished 100%. The Div'ision 'iAnunition Officer, by closeliiio-tir 'with
the planning board and e 33 acconplished the well planned AirlMunition-Supply. Plan,
and had shipped on schedule the entire ammunition requirements.

(5). On D-ldy, contact parties of the 703d Ordnance Colpanies (IAM)
landed late, about H plus 10 and later, but proceeded to ccntact assault units
and render igmediate ordnance service.
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(6), Units of the 42nd Ordnance Battalion (IM&S) were due to arrive
on D plus 4,. but did not actually arrive until D plus 9. Thus, they did not
pparticipate in this phase of the, operation.

(7), Armunition unloading proceeded mrore slavily t han anticipated.
However amnunition was available in dumps organi'ed for issue by H plus 10,
after which balanced ASPts maitntained stocks in ecess of, demands within 20
miles of troops until D plus 9, during which period Joss Force had control.
D- day unloading was to "Off the Beach" dumps at Yellow Beach (Combined with
Blue Beach), and Red Beach. About 300 tons were in dumps by H plus 24. Un-
loading did not occur as planned, some ammunition destined for one beach being
placed in other beach dumps. Rapid tactical movemlent of combat units forced
them to draw from the nearest beach dump. This caused unbalanced Beach Dump
Stocks and necessitated shifting of different types of components from one
beach to another.

(8). On D plus 3 a new AiSP was opened at Oliva, 5 miles northwest
of Licata. ASP Yellow wals serving troops to the east, tad ASP Red was serving
troops to the iwest, Control'of the 64th Ordnande- Company reverted to Division
on D Plus 3o On D plus 4 an advance ASP was opened at Campoboelo about 20 miles
north of Licata. One day of fire was maintained for all units in that are,
movement being by train. All dumps reported daily by 2000 as of 1800 their
balances on hand and the cdays issues. Daily issues were considered as amilu-
nition expenditures because of units failing to submit reports of expenditures.
Analysis on D plus 5 showed that based on fire rates prevailing for the first
six days, there was on hand in organized ASP's at least 11 days of supply of
every type of ammunition. On D plus 7 the armmunition from ASP Red Beach was
started moving to .SP established at Empedocle. This ASP opened on D plus 8.

(9). Comments and Conclusions.

(a). The operation demonstrated the advantage of having a
detailed and flexible plan formulated well in advance of D - day. Presence
of the ordnance ammunition company on the beach on D-day was an advantage,
and would have proved more so had'the company been used to handle ammunition
exclusively instead of being used also for other cargo handlirg.

(b). Fair results were obtained from waterproofing in spite
of difficulties in obtaining materials and supervising their proper application.

(c). Division assumed control of the ammunition company on D+3.
It was only after this had been done that- it was possible to maintain a balanced
armiunition supply in forward ASP ts.

:-7 -(d). On D+9, 7th Army removed maintenance; supply and ammu-
nition organizations from division control. The division had no prior knowledge
that this was to be done and the transition of control might have caused geat
strain or breakdown of the supply situation had this period not coincided with
a lull in combat.

5. Air Support.

a. Training.

(1), Air support for "Copybook" was "furnished by the XII Air Support
Comimand in the form of dive bombers, tactical reconnaissance, and fighters in
accordance with NA.TAF operation instruction #122, Tab E (£)),

(2.). -In a note tp; the XII :Air Support 'Co.imand, f cur targets wre des-
ignated,d one of which was in a range area for live bomlbs. It was requested
that all pilots be briefed on the area of operations and that all formations
contact the Headquarters ship upon approaching the convoy area. It was further
requ-sted that all dive bomber pilots be briefed on all targets as a change of
targets might be necessary.
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(3). 'Due to the limited number of aircraft available,the following
number of missions of two planes each were used: Dive Bomber, 6: Tactical
Reconnaissance, 4: Fig7hter, .12o . "

(4:). By direct contact with XII Aiir Support Command dive' orlblor - -'.
attacks were prear.-ranged on design ated targets at times to coincide with the
plan of adva.ce', DUr±ing the operatio.n, one mission was reassigned to another
target upoin -which 'Yie :r;,viws had been bzriefed, Also, one mission was assigned
,t target which e as des.i. ?atoLd and desc:,ibed to the flight while in the air,
These two change 1, tar;gct designati-on were made from the Division Headquarters
ship.by rmeans of VHF radcio with complete success6

(5), A dawn Tac/R mission was prearranged, All others were upon call.
The elapsed time between time of call and time of reporting in to Headquarters
ship in'the o-eration area averaged one hour and forty-five minutes; aircraft
being routed over a distance equivalent to that anticipated in operation "HuIsky",

(6). The 12 Fighter Aircraft 'missions were dispatched by XII Air
Support Command as' they desired. They-reported to fighter control aboar'd
Headquarters ship upon approaching the area and were controlled and vectored
successfully using unidentified plots obtained from the ship's radar.

(7). Reception of the air support net was very poor due to interference
and this was corrected prior to "Husky" by the reassignment of the Division net
to another radio on the opposite side of the shipe

b. PLanning

(1). The planning of "Joss" Force wi;s considerably hampered by (1)
the policy that no direct air support would be available during the assault
phase and (2) the failure of the XII Air Support Commarnd to furnish a liaison
officer to the force until just prior to the operation.

.' . (a). The air plan and policies outlined in memoranda firorm
Force 141 indicated that there would be -no direct air support during the assault
and that requests would be submitted only in emergency~ after which crews would
be briefed prior to takeoff. This meant that naval gunfire was the only weapon
available to support the assault troops until artillery was put ashore," which
at best would be around 1000 on D-day: It was the force plannerst desire to
put all available weapons including air support against the immediate enemry '"
resisting the landing during this most critical period. However, as it; became
more and more evident that no direct air support other than fighter cover would
be available'during the assault air support was not considered in thb assault
plan of operation which 'included smoke screening in event of a daylight landing.

. (.(b) .Numrerous requests were made to higher headquarters to
attach an air liaision of:.icer to' "Joss" Force from the XII Air Support Conaand.
Many indi.cations were given that one would be attached. It was not, however,
until after Exercise "Copybook" that an officer was attached.- Because of this
it was necessary to assign to an air corps officer from the Wlar Department a(nd
not a member of' the supporting air command, the duty cf arranging and' conducting
from headquarters ship the air support phase of "Copybook", and of assisting
in the planning for loadifng and using the various air corps detachments-
fighter control, radar teams, and air support parties '

.

(2). Plan of Air Support Force 343 (Tab E (6) and An.nex #9 to FoO, #5,
Headquarters 3d Infantry Division (Tab A ( 6)) outline the air support planned
for "Joss" 'Force. '

(c). Operations.,

(1).. In addition to reconnaissance missions pr eviously planned by
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Force 343, special missions were requested to -assist in determining -the enemy's
plans and movements. Reports of all Tac/R were submitted to G-2 as soon as
received over Air Support Net.. These reports were delayed during the first few
days because of poor cornmiunications with XII Air Support Command aboard the USS
lionrovia. After XII Air Support Commrland cornunications were set up ashore, re-
quests were accomplished and results obtained within a reasonable tine.

(2). Aside from pre-1-day requests, only one bombardment mission was
requested. This was against artillery positions near A^rigento. This request
was refused by Air Support Conumand. Due to lack of heavy organized resistance
no other bombardment missions were deemed necessary. Radio from Force 343
prior to the operation stated that requests as listed.in paragraph 6 of Annex
#9 to Fo0e #5 (Planning Tab A (T)) were forwarded deleting the D-day requests,
however, no evidence of previous bombing was reported except .rt Licata.

(3). An imaginary line of the mabp beyond which bombardment missions
can be scheduled with no danger to friendly troops known as the bomb safety
line was kept from 5 to 10 miles ahead of froit line units because of the
rapid advance. It was submitted at least once daily and sometimes more often
to Air Support Command Headquarters.

(4). In spite of detailed plans to prevent .attack by friendly planes
on friendly troops and vice versa, as outlined in Paragraph 9, 10, and 11 of
Annex #9 to F. 0, #5 (Planning Tab A ('6)),) several attacks were made on troops
of this Division and several: Aterirican planes were shot down by our troops, From
: questioning pilots at Division Headquarters,, it was apparent that pilots were
being briefed on bomb lines at least one day old, during the first ten days.
Either this fact or perhaps the similarity of towns in Sicily could have been
responsible for the boribing of our troops by P-38s and the boimbing of Naro
after its occupation. T-.he firing on friendly aircraft by friendly troops
evidenced a low standard of AA. training and discipline which cannot be avoided
in an unseasoned unit liable to enemy air attack, except by enforcement of
strictest AA discipline. Air units must be indoctrinated with the danger of
being fired upon and trained to abstain from maneuvers such as diving, quick.
turnirg and low-level flying over friendly trobps when enemy air may be expected.
The worst offenders were A-36's of the- 86th Group which had. not seen previous,
combat,

6. Naval Gunfire Support,

a. Trainn

(1). Training for the use of Naval Gunfire Support.in "Husky" Operation
began when the 3rd Infantry Division sent nine Shore Fire,.Control Parties to
the Invision Training Center for a ten day coursec A majority of -thispersonnel.
hard been training for the use of Naval Gunfire support long before the "Torch"
Operation, so this course at the Invasion Training Center was a refershero How-
ever, the'highlight of the ten day period was a bombardment practice by the USS
Savannah ard nine destroyers (one squadron). The SFC parties from the 3rd
Infantry Dirvision spotted the fire. Then later, just a week prior to D - day,
these same shore Fire Control Patries were given an opportunity to direct their
supporting' ship in a pr'ctice firing near Mostaganem. After the firing, all
personnel went aboard the USS Brooklyn for a critique of the bombardment firing
practice.. .:Many problems were discussed and considered, and the exercise was
important'because it gave the shipts gunnery Office- an opportunity to talk with
the Artillery Officer who would spot the ships fire.

b. Planin'g

(1). The Naval Gunfire Planning for the Husky operation was done by
Commander Standley, USN; Lt. (jg) H. C. Manning, USNT; Lt. Col. Connor, USA;
and Major Kernin, The Naval Plan was Annex F of Operation Order 109-43, and
the Arny Plan was Annex 6 to Field Order No, 5 (Tab A (6)).
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c.: ' Oerations.

(1). The use of Naval Gunfire to support the Joss Attack Force
during the "Husky" operation was considered successful. The method of
directing Naval Gunfire through a fire direction center and the control
exercised over it at all times contributed to this success. Even though
mines and attacks by enemy aircraft were serious obstacles, the firing ships
were able to execute all-fire missions except one, that one being a request
for smoke, and mines around Porto Empedocle prevented the ships from coning
in close enough. However, it was felt that certain delays in the delivery
of Naval Gunfire were unnecessary and could have been eliminated. The re-
sults of the operation proved that Naval Gunfire when properly controlled
is a valuable and powerful weapon.

(2). The following is a sujmary of the achievement s of Naval Gunfire
in support of the 3rd Infantry Division:

(a). All shore fire Control Parties established communications
with their Fire Support Destroyers or the Cruisers of the General Support Group.
SFCP .22 and SFCP 31 actually directed Naval Gunfire and the other Shore Fire
Control Parties kept comr.unication with their ships until the parties were dis-
banded by field artillery battalions.

(b). For the first -time in any operaticn, according to the Naval
Lisison Officer, Naval Gunfire was successfully directed from an Artillery Fire
Direction Center (10th F. A. Bn), and Forward Observers adjusted Naval Gunfire
from Ihfantry Observation Posts by using artillery procedure.

(c). Direct hits were made on the railway battery on the .ole in
Licata Harbor and on gun positions -northeast of Licata. The strong points east
of Beach Blue was covered with shell fragments from Naval'.Projectiles.

* ('d), Naval Gunfire wJas effectively delivered on targets near
Agrigento which could not be reached by'the Field Artillery unless it moved
into positions which lacked cover and concealment.

(e), Voice instead of CW Vwas successfully used for ship-to-shore
cormmunication, and it was found that delays in the delivery of fire could be
decreased. When it is possible, voice should always be used,

(f). On D-plus eight days Naval Gunfire was s till available to
the 3rd Infantry Division and it continued to be available to the 82nd Air
Borne until the end of the Western Phase of the campaigns (For detailed report
on Naval Liaison Officer, see Tab E (1)); for detailed report of Division
Artillery Commander, see Tlb E (2)).

7 uarterrmaster

a. Operations. ,

( ( 1) Da f 1000.

(a). The Division Quarteri.as-ter disemlbarked from LST #377 and
boarded the USS Biscayne, to receive orders from the Commanding General-. H+8
The quartermaster landed on Beach Yellow to carry out instructions of the Command-
ing General. H + 20, Wtle remaiader -of the Division Quartermaster personnel
landed on Beach Yellow' anld Blue. H v 21, a CP was established at the Licata
Chemical Works. Orders given Commanding Officer, 3rd Quartermaster Cormpany
were to dispatch all avai.lable vehicles for the hauling of cargo from beaches.



(2). D - 1 0515.

(a), Thirty vehicles from the 3rd Quartermaster Company were dis-
patched through Division Transportation Officer for the purpose of hauling
supplies from beach to cdups. All classes of Quartermaster supplies were
issued, assault bags were opened and contents separated for issue, Classes I,
II & IV being stored in building located in the Licata Sulphur plant area,
Class III dump located one mile east of Licata on route to Beach Blue. All
Classes of Quartermaster issued,

(3)e D .D 2

(a). All Classes of Quartermaster supplies issued. Beach Red
cleared of all supplies, Truck dispatched from Division Transportation Office
to continue hauling supplies from beaches to dumps,

(a). Twenty trucks from the 3rd Quartermaster Company under the
com-iand of 2nd Lt. Joseph Lerner were dispatched through the Division Trans-
portation Office to operate at the port area. These trucks remained on duty
with the port until D + 8.

(5). D 4

(a). All Classes of Quartermaster supplies issued, Advance
party established CP at the railroad station in Carpobello, At 1600, the rail-
head was bombed and strafed by ten enemy planes (probably Me 109?s) with
American markingSo Damacg resulting from the attack: fifty water cans destroyed
and slight d:.aage to a 21· ton truck, No casualties,

(6), D - 5

(a). All classes of supplies arrived via train from Licata.
Issues made from Campobello. Prisoners were evacuated to Licata via returning
train.

(7). D + 6,

(a), All classes of supplies issued.

(8). D 7.?

(a). All classes of supplies issuedo Reconnoitered area in
vicinity of Canicatti. Advance CP established at Railroad Station in Canicatti.

(9). D S8.

Issued all classes of supplies from railhead in Canicatti.
Supplies arrived via daily train from Licata.
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